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In recent years the quality of the Government’s management 
of the MOT Scheme has declined. Unacceptable delays 

to get simple administrative jobs done for Vehicle Testing 
Stations (VTSs), less Vehicle Examiners (VEs) to support 
them, less enforcement, and a serious slippage, sometimes 
by years in risk-assessment visits. A misfiring training system, 
and a continued freeze on the fee. All that together with a 
complete lack of meaningful leadership from both DVSA and 
the Department for Transport (DfT) in London is lamentable 
for both VTSs and motorists. How did this happen, and what 
should be done about it?

A neglected MOT service…
The problems started when 
VOSA’s partial privatisation 
of Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) 
Testing went off the rails. There 
weren’t enough VOSA VEs to 

provide an adequate service at 
privatised HGV Testing sites. In 
panic VOSA switched VEs from 
MOT work to HGV Testing. 
Inevitably the MOT Testing 
Scheme suffered. Administrative 

work became disgracefully 
delayed and risk-assessment vis-
its slipped further and further 
behind – routine enforcement 
was reduced until ultimately 
only red or amber VTSs were 
ever likely to actually see a VOSA 
Vehicle Examiner.

Computer changeover
Meanwhile the Atos computer 
contract’s fixed end date loomed, 
and VOSA weren’t prepared for 
the change. Even though some 
years earlier VOSA’s Ian Bartlett 
had been charged with develop-
ing a new VOSA-managed MOT 
computer – but that was put on 
hold. Then suddenly, panic sta-
tions to develop a system before 
the Atos contract expired. A 
new basic system was eventu-
ally installed, and it just about 
stuttered into service… on time. 

Ironically though, thanks 
largely due to the quality of the 
people involved at VOSA and 
now DVSA, the new computer 
is a major improvement on the 
old dial-up system, and is now 
beginning to match, and even 
better the earlier system – a rare 
highlight in DVSA’s current MOT 
performance. 

Privatised training
In all this turmoil VOSA priva-
tised MOT Training, disbanding 
their training department and 
introducing an annual test for 
MOT Testers and three hours of 
personal ‘revision’ every year, so 
called Continuous Professional 
Development displacing five-
yearly refresher training; all out 
of the blue, without any prior 
consultation with the MOT 
Trade about the cost implica-
tions for them.

And it hasn’t worked out very 
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Lesley Young, Neil Barlow’s boss, rose up through the ranks 
at the old Driving Standards Agency and is now responsible 

for MOT Scheme Policy, together with other non-MOT related 
aspects of DVSA’s responsibilities. (Continues on page 14)
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1.  No MOT leadership  – Since Alastair Peoples’ departure in October 2015 there has been no effective 
from DVTS or DfT   leadership of the 21,000 plus MOT businesses carrying out the UK’s vehicle 

safety checks. The closest the MOT industry has to an executive administrator 
now is Lesley Young, Head of MOT Scheme Policy (in addition to various other 
roles). What are the MOT Industry’s prospects for improvement?…

4. Testing Times –  News and updates from the MOT industry: Aside from the main issues arising 
from the front page items, Testing Times covers the new MOT Manual, diesel 
smoke meter software upgrade, DVSA centralises administration, an MOT 
‘history lesson’ from John Ball, IMI warns of Brexit problems and MOT Testing 
vehicles’ electronic systems…

8. Topical Tips –  MOT Club’s John Ashton’s advice to AEs this issue covers the dangers of 
Testers who are registered at multiple sites and the Annual Assessment and CPD 
training requirement – the clue is in the name; it’s annual…

10. Readers’ Letters –  More letters from the Editor’s postbag – in this issue’s very full and diverse 
section, we have letters covering the 40-year rolling MOT Exemption, poor MOT 
standards, Risk Assessment scoring; why it’s unfair, oil temperature probes and 
out of date emissions data. Keep those letters coming…

16. Spotlight On: –  DVSA Interview – Chief Executive Gareth Llewellyn having declined to be 
interviewed, we were offered instead DVSA Head of Policy Lesley Young, 
supported by Neil Barlow, Head of MOT Policy and MOT Service Manager. Editor 
Jim Punter raises some issues of grave concern to the MOT industry… 

18. DVSA and DfT News –  Latest news from the DVSA – A new Head of MOT Enforcement, new Testing 
Manual changes, improving the MOT computer, MOT Training. 
From DfT: Historic Vehicle MOT Exemption – the consultation outcome was 
ignored, and so, apparently, is road safety…

20. Consultant’s Casebook –  More tips from MOT Consultant Eamonn Loney – DVSA Discipline: a few more 
examples of how DVSA invoke disciplinary proceedings against AEs and NTs, 
plus; how to prevent a 28-day ban becoming even longer…

21. PRODUCT REVIEW: –  Diagnostic Equipment – Electronic safety and engine management systems 
have become sophisticated and complex; does an illuminated warning lamp 
mean there’s a problem, or is it a software glitch – if it results in an MOT fail, you 
may be asked to fix it. Here’s a selection of the latest equipment to do just that…  
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MOT Workshop Magazine (free supplement)
4. New Products and Services – More news, new products and services from the MOT industry…
10. Owning and running a  – JIM PUNTER looks at how to operate an MOT Testing Station; quality, productivity – 
 Testing station  and avoiding disciplinary action (reprinted from MOT Testing). 

14. Trade Directory –  UPDATED! The indispensable guide to tools and equipment suppliers!

Spotlight on… the MOT inspection 
– and Brexit. We spotlight how the new 
Manual signals a quantum change in 
the MOT inspection, but… is it now too 
extensive and complicated, or alternatively, 
inadequate; lacking checks of vehicles’ 
safety computer systems? And what about 
training? We have a close look at the 
implications behind the new MOT Manual 
and the likely future Brexit effects.

DVSA and DfT Matters: We are still 
awaiting the outcome of the Government’s 
proposal to defer vehicles’ first MOT to 
four years old – surely the DfT must reach 
a decisions soon? We’ll keep readers 
posted. And will the Government ever review 
the MOT fee, already significantly behind 
inflation? 

At DVSA there’s a new kid on the block in 
charge of MOT Enforcement, and how is 
centralisation of administration going? We’ll 
let readers know everything we discover on 
these new developments.

Product Review – Emissions 
equipment With the environmental 
effect of vehicle emissions becoming an 
increasingly contentious political issue, the 
annual MOT emissions Test is becoming 
more important. Next May there will be an 
upgrade of the software on diesel smoke 
meters which tightens the diesel smoke Test 
to vehicles’ plated levels. We’ll be looking at 
MOT emissions products on the market and 
listing what’s on offer for Testing Stations.

PLUS: • Testing Times • Readers’ 
Letters • Consultant’s Casebook 
Plus: MOT Workshop free supplement.
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TESTING TIMESM M 
New Testers’ Manual
When I first looked at the draft of a new Manual, I 
already knew about the introduction of three levels of 
failure – minor (really an advisory), major, and dan-
gerous; but I hadn’t expected the changes regard-

ing vehicle classes. I knew it was coming, but didn’t expect it to 
happen so soon. I was also surprised to see that the Manual had 
been stripped of a lot of the ‘method of inspection’ information.

With those three levels of failure, 16 new items to be inspected 
– although a couple of those would only apply rarely, together with 
completely new vehicle classes, in terms of actually carrying out 
an MOT inspection, this will be the biggest change in the MOT 
Scheme since the MOT was first computerised in 2005.

At the moment DVSA are looking at suggestions made by the 
MOT Trade after they distributed a draft version for comment. So 
it is quite likely to have changed again by the time it is completed 
towards the end of the year. 

But when that completed version becomes available Testers will 
need to fully understand and digest the changes as to what they 
mean on a ‘do-this, do-that’ daily basis. It will be a lot for Testers 
to take in… and they will have to spend quite a lot of time getting 
up to speed. It will be interesting to see how much support DVSA 
provide in assisting with that process.

Regime Change!
I was surprised and disappointed at the very negative tone of the 
answers Lesley Young, DVSA’s most senior manager, gave to my 
questions when I interviewed her for Spotlight on… I had hoped,, 
and perhaps expected, DVSA to employ more VEs using the mil-
lions of pounds a year profit the MOT Scheme now generates for 
the agency. After all it would only bring the level of service Test 

Stations get from DVSA to the level provided by VOSA in 2005. But 
no, that isn’t going to happen. 

I had hoped for some support for a fee increase; after all, 
DVSA’s previous strategic objectives included ‘profitable Testing 
Stations…” But no, the new strategic objectives say nothing at 
all about Testing Stations. What about a manager dedicated to 
the MOT Scheme? No, that’s not ‘how they do things’ in the civil 
service. So different from how it was before… I wondered what 
had happened.

Then in his piece in this issue of MOT Testing outlining his 
personal view of the current situation with the MOT Scheme, 
John Ball put his finger on the problem – “Regime Change” at 
both DVSA and DfT over the last couple of years. He is so right! 
It looks like DSA took over DVSA. New Managers at the top, with 
the interests of Testing Stations simply ignored. 

Historic vehicles – parliamentary petition set up…
The government have decided to allow historic vehicles to be 
exempted from MOT Testing on a rolling 40-years old basis. I am 
against this since it would include some high performance vehicles 
(hot hatches) which could be in poor condition, and encourage 
so called boy racers to buy them cheap and drive them irrespon-
sibly on public roads without having to have them MOT Tested. A 
serious threat to road safety.

I am not alone. Many in the Classic Car fraternity would prefer 
the current situation to prevail and Classic Car Weekly have set 
up a parliamentary petition urging people to petition against the 
proposal, urging the government to reverse their decision. If you 
are interested in adding your voice, log on to:

Petition.parliament.uk/petitions200995

g
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◆  Clocking increases despite 
mileage on MOT history: In 
an article in the Sunday Times 
in early August, it was reported 
that half a million cars are 
clocked every year – despite 
historic mileage from MOT 
certificates being online from 
the Government’s MOT history 
website, specifically aimed at 
reducing clocking. But clocking 
during the first three years of a 
vehicle’s life is easy to conceal. 
Yet clocking should be obvious 
if the vehicle is regularly 
serviced. The article notes 
that as 90% of vehicles are 
purchased on personal contract 
plans (PCPs), wherein mileage 
affects value at the end of 
the contract, the purchaser 
is personally affected – and 
dealerships gain too as a 
higher value increases the 
chance of a further sale. So 
there’s every incentive to have 
the vehicle clocked before its 
warranty expires to increase its 
end of contract value. Ironically 
whilst it’s illegal to knowingly 
sell a clocked vehicle, the 
provision of a clocking service 

MOT news 
snippets

DVSA centralise MOT administration
Since its inception in around 1960, the 

MOT Scheme has been administered on a 
regional basis, which has also included their 
enforcement activity with the local Vehicle 
Examiners based at the regional offices. This 
is now set to change. All administration will 
in future be centralised, with, DVSA say, “…a 
lead office at Chadderton”, which is near 
Oldham, Lancashire. 

DVSA intend that the changeover will have been 
completed by the end of October. The announce-
ment goes on to say, “…the current MOT offices 
will cease to carry out MOT related work and MOT 
administration will be centralised into specialist 
MOT hubs. These hubs will be staffed by dedicated 
MOT trained administrators.”

A fundamental change
This fundamental change ends an arrangement 
set up in 1960, and will be difficult for many estab-
lished Testing Stations who have built up a strong 
relationship with their local offices over the years. 
After the end of October the telephones at remain-

ing regional offices will be disconnected. DVSA 
note that thereafter, “…all telephone contact will 
be handled through our Customer Service Centre 
using the national telephone number: 0300 1239000, 
Monday to Friday, 7:30am to 6pm.The customer 
service centre will direct calls to the MOT admin-
istration hub if it is required”.

Whilst disappointing to Testing garages which 
have forged a successful relationship with staff at 
their local area, its a godsend to others who have 
recently had nothing but delays and procrastina-
tion from under-staffed local DVSA offices.

DVSA have provided these contact details for 
the future regarding the new administrative hub 
at Chadderton:

The lead DVSA MOT hub at
Chadderton GVTS,
Broadway Business Park,
Broadgate, Chadderton,
Oldham OL9 9XA.

Email: MOTadministration@dvsa.gov.uk

Diesel Smoke-Meter (DSM) upgrade
By 20th May next year, all MOT diesel smoke 

meters will require a software upgrade to 
Test to vehicles’ plated values – the allowable 
emission level when manufactured.

This will inevitably result in a significant increase 
in MOT failures – will and often be expensive for 
motorists to fix. 

Specifically it will detect most, but not all vehi-
cles which have had their diesel particulate filter 
(DPF) removed. As many of these vehicles will 
be only five years old, it may become a conten-
tious issue when the new rules take effect next 
year. Testing garages will also have to pay for the 
equipment upgrades.

Continues next page…
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and supplying equipment to 
carry out clocking is not. 

◆  VW’s telematic phone app: 
Volkswagen is offering a free 
telematic link to their cars 
via its dealer network and a 
smart phone app. Called VW 
Connect, it works by fitting 
a dataplug with a Bluetooth 
link to an app on a smart 
phone. As a driver aid, it 
explains warning lights, or 
analyses specific journeys 
and more… Whilst unrelated 
to the MOT, its a sign-post for 
the future. It won’t be long 
before things like brake pad 
thickness, tyre tread depth, 
live MOT emission data and 
so on will also be measured 
by the car – potentially either 
diluting the MOT inspection, 
or perhaps, enabling Testers 
to carry out some MOT 
inspection either online, or via 
a phone app. Until now the EU 
have been reluctant to include 
diagnostics during MOT 
Testing, but are looking into 
it. Our Government is very 
keen on IT systems, so maybe 
after Brexit they’ll adopt such 
systems into the MOT – a 
sign of times to come?

◆  Hydrogen injection reduces 
emissions: Ex-submariner, 
Brian Sheard used to manage 
the electrolysis system in 
nuclear submarines providing 
oxygen for the crew when 
submerged – and for safely 
jettisoning the surplus hydrogen 
from the submarine. He left 
the navy and in his garage he 
invented a novel device to inject 
hydrogen from an electrolysis 
process into a car’s engine, 
allegedly improving performance, 
efficiency and reducing 
emissions. It’s also claimed 
to reduce oxides of nitrogen, 
and carbon particulates from 
diesel engines – measured 
during an MOT. Does it work? 
Maybe. Theoretically the higher 
speed hydrogen flame front 
overtakes the explosion caused 
by the ignited fuel, burning off 
any un-burnt fuel within it – a 
bigger bang! And the higher 
temperatures should result 
in reduced emissions. There 
are potential problems with 
manufacturers warranties after 
fitting Sheard’s system, and the 
tehnical validity of claims by 
similar systems developed in 
America are disputed. Could this 
be used to help vehicles pass 
the MOT emissions Test?

Continues next page…

MOT news 
snippets

Continued from previous page…

MOT History lesson
John Ball, formerly the RMI’s MOT Chairman, member of 
the MOT Trade Forum and owner of 22 Testing Stations 

looks back to the future of the MOT Scheme.

Back to the future?

Having  fought with the traffic on the M4, 
that August day in 20I5, I was anticipat-

ing a good session in Bristol with the then 
DVSA CEO Alastair Peoples. I and other key 
members of the trade had been invited to his 
presentation where he shared DVSA’s vision 
for the future. His summary slide was:
• better MOT scheme for motorists
• utilising the latest technology
• improving MOT quality
• sustainable and profitable Testing stations

Present also was the ever helpful senior civil serv-
ant from DfT responsible for MOT. Many of us in 
the trade thought – “great stuff, we have come a 
long way”. For my part this was positive on two 
counts:

Firstly I, with two other trade colleagues had 
helped forge the Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
signed by the trade and Alastair, laying out com-
mon objectives for improving the working rela-
tionship with the government. Not perfect but a 
sincere attempt by the two key stakeholders to 
work closer together. His words at Bristol helped 
to cement the SLAs in the first three objectives 
of the vision.

Secondly we took heart that DVSA’s CEO rec-
ognised that, for motorists to get the best quality 
MOT scheme, the ‘provider’, Testing Stations, had 
to be ‘sustainable and profitable’. Never before had 
DVSA supported the welfare of Testing Stations. 
He and his DfT colleagues knew that extra costs 
for Testing Stations were coming down the track… 
training, computers and sundries, longer Tests 
etc. For an industry that turns over billions and 
employs almost 100,000 people it looked positive.

Now you and I dear reader are first 
and foremost in business. If you are 
a Tester you want to see your wages 
get increased and if you are a Testing 
Station owner you want, at minimum, 
to maintain your margin and ideally 
grow and support motivated Testers 
and afford good equipment and smart 
premises.

So what has happened to the 
nirvana of a profitable industry?
Two words ‘regime change’ at DfT 
and DVSA

The editor’s report elsewhere sums 
up DVSA’s current view; and from the 
DfT, despite ministerial promises two 
years ago, there’s no interest in the 
welfare of the industry. Indeed in the 
recent DfT Historic Vehicle Consulta-
tion impact assessment, it says MOT 
Testing is a “non profit” activity! 

Discounting, VTS growth and keep-
ing costs down are cited as reasons 
to not change the fee. Well, costs are 
increasing, Testing volumes are down, 
margins are at their worst ever. An 
extra £5 on the annual cost of running 
your car, for MOT fees to catch up on 
a seven year freeze, is hardly going to 
topple the Government! Having just 
signed off a training bill of £1,800 for 
two technicians to become Testers it all 

feels wrong and back-
ward looking. 

Why can’t we have 
a sensible high level 
conversation with 
DfT and DVSA about 
fees and the costs of 
running a VTS? It’s 
not about greed, it’s 
about the capability 
of delivering quality 
MOT Testing to the 
public at a consist-
ently high standard.

Given VTSs are 
mainly small busi-
nesses, why don’t you 
use your trade associ-
ation to push the point, 
and/or write to your 
MPs – the editor has supportive material available.

Finally, I came across an item which is both 
ironic and of great interest, relating to when the 
current Secretary of State for Transport Chris 
Grayling, at that time just a back bench MP, in 
2006 wrote to the then Minister whose responsi-
bilities included the MOT fee: “to ask the Sec. of 
State for Transport whether it is his policy that the 
maximum MOT fee will remain constant during 
the lifetime of this parliament”.

The Minister responded: “No. we intend to con-
tinue current policy which is to review MOT fees 
annually to take account of changes in cost such 
as inflation and any changes in the time it takes to 
conduct an average MOT test”.

Back to the future indeed!

When he was just an MP, the current Secretary of State 
for Transport, Chris Grayling asked then incumbent of 
the same office about MOT fees. Perhaps he should be 

reminded of that!

John Ball, member 
of the MOT Trade 

Forum, worked with 
Alastair Peoples and 
leading MOT Trade 
Body colleagues on 
developing Service 

Level Agreements with 
VOSA.
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◆  Snake gatecrashes MOT! 
MOT Tester Hardeep Varaaich 
got the shock of his life whilst 
carrying out an MOT at Auto 
Trust Centre Ltd in Bilston in 
the Midlands. Reported in the 
local paper, the Express & 
Star, Hardeep found the snake 
wrapped around the vehicle’s 
structure. It was, according to 
a local specialist, a yellow rat 
snake, non-venomous and 
about 3 feet long, but which 
can grow up to three times 
that size. The species is not 
indigenous to the British Isles. 
34 year old Mr Varaich, a 
Director of the company was 
beneath the car carrying out 
the MOT inspection when he 
looked towards the back of 
the car and, he said, “it was 
wrapped around the body of 
the vehicle, pointing its face 
right towards me”. Ultimately 
with assistance from staff at 
another local firm they 
succeeded in removing the 
snake from beneath the 
vehicle. It was last reported 
that they were looking after 
the snake whilst trying to find 
a home for it. The owner was 
also baffled as to how the 
snake found its way into his 
Vauxhall Corsa. 

Raj Varaich and Ross Morton 
from Auto Trust Centre with 
the snake. (Picture courtesy 

of the Express & Star).

◆  Motorists fined £7 million 
annually for ‘No MOT’: The 
publication Carbuyer contacted 
45 police forces asking how many 
fines there were in their areas 
given to motorists for driving a 
vehicle without a valid MOT. They 
discovered that over the last five 
years, over £35 million in fines 
had been collected from 35 of 
the police forces they contacted. 
Alltogether 424,316 penalties 
had been issued – The average 
fine being just over £80 for each 
offence – it was £60 for driving a 
car without an MOT, increased 
to £100 in August 2013. 
Although, as Carbuyer noted, if 
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IMI warns of post-brexit problems 
for independent garages

The vast majority of MOT Testing Stations are run by inde-
pendent businesses outside the Manufacturers franchised 

dealership chains of outlets, and the Institute of the Motor 
Industry (IMI) have highlighted potentially serious problems 
for these businesses after Brexit. The issue is about contin-
ued access to vehicles’ technical information after Britain 
leaves the European Union (EU). With modern computerised 
vehicles this is essential to properly carry out servicing and 
repairs – including MOT repairs.

Currently access to such data 
by independent garages is spe-
cifically guaranteed in European 
Union law, there’s no such coun-
terpart provision currently in 
British law outside of our being 
in the EU and obliged to abide 
by their rules. After Brexit, that 
won’t apply. 

IMI research estimates 
that about 40,000 independent 
repair businesses, including 
the majority of Testing Sta-
tions would lose access to the 
information and data required 
to repair vehicles unless the 
Government guarantees that 
the current ‘right to repair’ EU 
rules are carried over into Brit-
ish law after Brexit. 

Whilst the Government have 
pledged to convert current EU 

law into British law before we 
leave the EU, there is a caveat in 
the proposed legislation which 
says that will only be done, 

“wherever practical” – and the 
Government decides that. If 
nothing is done, and car-mak-
ers decide to withhold their data 
and information, it will severely 
limit independent Testing Sta-
tions’ ability to carry out all MOT 
repairs. 

A telematic link
The IMI’s Chief Executive, has 
rightly raised this issue, noting, 

“The developments in new tech-
nology has already begun hitting 
the most vulnerable area of the 
industry so without the Block 
Exemption Regulation in place 
their will be catastrophic con-

sequences for the independents 
that make up 80% businesses 
engaged in servicing and repair-
ing motor vehicles in UK.”

Yet car manufacturers are 
now attempting to restrict the 
availability of information to 
the independent sector by lob-
bying the EU to allow them to 
manufacture vehicles without 
a European On Board Diag-
nostic (EOBD) socket so the 
vehicle’s systems can only be 
accessed by a telematic link 

– effectively excluding inde-
pendent garages from access 
to the vehicle software systems. 
To date, counter lobbying by 
trade bodies both in Britain 
and Europe have successfully 
prevented that happening. Post-
brexit the Government will be 
responsible for ensuring that 
independent garages, including 
most Test Stations continue to 
have the appropriate access to 
the data and software they need 
to service and repair their cus-
tomers’ vehicles. It’s vital that 
these safeguards are retained 
after Brexit. 

Electronic systems and the MOT
Electronic driver-assist systems in vehicles are becoming 

ever more prolific, key examples being ABS, Electronic 
Stability Control Systems (ESC), Automatic Emergency 
Braking (AEB), Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), lane depar-
ture warnings and so on. Yet despite many of these systems 
linking directly into the vehicles’ braking system, they are not 
subject to an MOT inspection using diagnostic equipment, 
the only sure way of detecting a fault. 

Currently only ABS and ESC 
systems are included in an MOT, 
but only peripherally via the Mal-
function Indicator Lamp (MIL). 
And what about electronically 
operated emergency braking 
systems, and how to measure 
parking and emergency brak-
ing performance ensuring the 
service brake doesn’t kick-in 
instead?

Vehicle Specific knowledge
Problematically, different vehi-
cle manufacturers use differ-
ent software protocols for such 
systems – and for the MOT a 
specific knowledge of how the 
system works is vital, espe-
cially with electronic parking 
and emergency braking systems 
where that vehicle’s brake per-
formance is measured using a 
decelerometer. 

Whilst checking the ABS is 
relatively straightforward, the 
MOT requirement to check Elec-
tronic Stability Control Systems 
leaves much to be desired. First 

the Tester has to know whether 
or not such a system should 
be fitted to the vehicle being 
Tested, and fail it if it is missing 

– requiring specialised knowl-
edge – fine at dealership where 
Testers know the vehicles being 
inspected, but often impossible 
at independent garages employ-
ing newly qualified Testers; espe-
cially without comprehensive 
‘Vehicle Specific Information’ for 
all vehicles. Similar issues apply 
for ‘reasons for rejection’ associ-
ated with the ESC systems cited 

in the Manual.

Confusing, incomplete and 
maybe dangerous…
This affects road safety. Testers 
and technicians see a confusing 
array of systems (many of which 
if defective could cause an acci-
dent) – yet only a minority are 
MOT testable items. Sooner or 
later both the EU, and/or DVSA/
DfT are going to have to seri-
ously consider the use of diag-
nostic scan tools to ensure that 
Advanced Driver Assist systems 
connected to a vehicle’s brak-
ing system are checked during 
an MOT inspection. Whilst the 
EU are looking into the use of 
scan tools as part of their MOT 
requirements into the future, . 
The Department for Transport 
should be looking into this now! 

Here are just two driver assist systems; Automatic Emergency 
Braking (left), and Lane Departure Assist (right). These connect 

into the braking and steering systems respectively – and if 
defective could cause an accident.
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With DVSA’s MOT Testing computer system now progress-
ing in terms of what support it can provide Testers, 

other aspects are emerging as a threat to VTSs as personnel 
involved become aware of the areas that can be used for 
their nefarious benefit. One area of concern is the ability for 
Testers to be registered to Test at multiple sites.

Multiple site registration
Quite often simple mistakes are 
made where the Tester forgets 
to log off the Testing Station he’s 
working at, but next day he goes 
somewhere else and logs onto 
that site too, forgetting to log 
out. Unfortunately the way the 
computer works, it will default 
to the earlier site he was Testing 
at the day before. 

An innocent mistake perhaps 
but when it happens while he’s 
at the second site, the computer 
thinks he’s at the first site and 
logs the vehicle as being Tested 
there. So that site could be 
involved in disciplinary action 
for issuing a certificate for a 
vehicle that was not on their 
premises! 
Editor’s note: This happened at my 
own VTS. Due to staff shortage 
I employed an Agency Tester on a 
Saturday morning. After about two 
hours of Testing I received a call from 
a Senior Manager at a fast-fit com-
pany who, fortunately, I knew quite 
well. Apparently two vehicles Tested 
at my site had been logged onto the 
fast-fit site the Tester was at the pre-
vious day. He hadn’t logged himself 
out of that branch. Ed.

Mostly these problems result 
from simple mistakes, but cases 
have occurred where Testers 
have issued VT20s to vehicles off 
the back of a van using the log 
on for a VTS where they previ-
ously acted as a locum Tester, 
perhaps from an Agency.

This is a growing problem, 
both accidently and fraudulently. 
It requires AEDMs and Site Man-
agers to increase their security 
systems to avoid it happening. 
Always carry out the appropri-
ate checks:

First and foremost is to draw 
the Test Log – this will allow 
you to see any Tests with an IP 
address that is not recognised 
and investigate why the Tester 
logged on and from where.

Secondly, check that all Tests 
have been invoiced as the Tester 
could be using the MTS system 
with the usual IP address, with-
out actually Testing the vehicle. 
With no corresponding invoice 
suspicion should arise.

To further complicate mat-
ters the attitude to password 
security appears to have become 
lacking recently, resulting in 
Testers sharing their passwords 
and ID numbers.

There is no reason why this 
should happen if DVSA stand-
ards are to be maintained. 
If evidence is uncovered of 
this happening it should be 
stopped immediately.

A recent case where this 
happened resulted in a Tester 
undertaking multiple Tests 
under an ex-colleague’s ID, at 
his previous employers VTS, 
resulting in a very deep investi-
gation of the VTS by DVSA, and 
the holder of the ID where it was 
found the vehicles involved had 
never been on site. 

The above case also high-
lights a very important proce-
dure to follow – when a Tester 
leaves your service remove him 
immediately from the system 
but bear in mind that if he has 
the ID and password of a cur-
rent employee Tests can still be 
documented through your sys-

tem without cars being present.

Annual assessment and CPD 
Training
When everybody completed 
their annual training for the 
year 2016-2017, an attitude of 
that being the end of the issue 
became evident. That is totally 
wrong – that was year one of 
a five-year requirement and 
Testers are required to be able 
to show documentary evidence 
that training has been com-
pleted in each year – passing 
the exam is not enough, and 
records of all training under-
taken, what areas were cov-
ered, and for how long will be 
required to be available elec-
tronically or in hard copy.

We are now half way through 
this training year and DVSA are 
quiet regarding reminders of 
Testers’ responsibilities, but 
they have already stated that 
this training year finishes on 
31st March and no extensions 
will be given this year. To put it 
in blunt terms, if you have not 
completed the requirement, you 
will be prevented from Testing.

You have been warned!
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the case goes to court up to 
a £1,000 fine could apply. Yet 
SMMT research showed up to a 
third of drivers admitted driving 
without an MOT at some time in 
2013; so, with 19 million cars 
MOT Tested annually, if all the 
MOT evaders were caught, the 
associated fines would be over 
£600 million a year! That’s £3 
billion over five years. So less 
than 6% of drivers using cars 
without a valid MOT are actually 
caught and fined. Something 
of a poor reflection on the 
performance of our police 
forces in enforcing the MOT 
regulations. 

◆  AE and 4 Testers suspended 
at Audi dealership: In late 
September the DVSA issued 
a press release announcing 
that they had suspended the 
Authorised Examiner and five 
MOT Testers for 28 days at 
Yeovil Audi, a dealership in 
the West country. During a 
routine visit, probably a site risk 
assessment visit, the DVSA’s 
Vehicle Examiner discovered 
that the MOT diesel emissions 
equipment had broken down, 
but the company continued to 
carry out MOT Tests, but none 
of the diesel powered vehicles 
tested had their emissions 
checked. Altogether 49 vehicles 
had been MOT Tested without 
an emissions check. It was only 
from missing emissions reports 
that the VE discovered that, 

“emission testing equipment 
had not been on site since 25th 
March 2017”. What’s surprising 
here is that it needed a routine 
visit to uncover the problem. 
Surely DVSA’s computer should 
have flagged up that emissions 
tests were not getting done, 
and immediate action taken. So 
much for DVSA’s  enforcement 
by IT analysis. 

◆  DVSA has a blog… you know 
what to do! DVSA’s Lesley 
Young Young cites a positive 
posting from a Tester on 
DVSA’s blog as indicating it’s 
all bright and rosy in DVSA’s 
garden. I know from what 
Testers and AEs tell me that 
not all DVSA’s blog entries are 
uncritical.
The message is clear, if you 
have a problem with DVSA and 
how they run the MOT Scheme 

– let them know! That’s what 
a blog is for! Lesley Young is 
DVSA’s most senior manager 
and reads their blog, so send 
her a message directly!

MOT news 
snippets

Continued from previous page…

When assigning a new Tester, or one from an Agency a role onto 
your VTS – make sure they’ve logged off from the previous VTS 

they assigned to.

MuMuMuMultltltltipipipipllelele ssssititititeeee rerereregigigigig ststststrararatitititionoonon
QuQuQuQuititititeee e fofofoftetetetennn iisisimpmpmppllelele mmmiiisistatatakkekek ss arare 
mamamaddedede wwwhheheherere ttthhhehe TTTTese tetett r r fofoforgrg tets ss
totto llllogogggg oofffffff tttheheheh TTTTesesestititingngngng SSStatatatiitit onon hhh ’e’ee s s 
woworkkiniing gg attt,,, bbbubut t neneextxtt dddayayayy hhheee gogogog eseses  
somewhhere e elsese aandnd llogogggs s onontoto  
hthat site tooo,, forgegeg tttting g gg totoo logogogg 

out.t UUnffortunatelyy theh  wayy theh  
cocompmpututerer wwororkskks, itit wililll ddefaf lult t
totototo tttthehehehe eeeeararararlilililierererer ssssititititeeee hehehehe wwwwasasasas TTTTesesesestitititingngngng 
at the day before.

AnAnAn iiinnnnnnocococenenennttt mimimimistststakakaka eeee pepepep rhrhrhhapapapapsss 
but when it happens while he’s
at the second site, the computer 
thinks he’s at the first site and 
logs the vehicle as being Tested 
there. So that site could be 
i l d i di i li i

ToToTo fffurthththt er ccomomplllplpp iicicatttatee mamat-tt
tetet rsrs ttthhhe aatttttitititudddde totto pppasasswswororddd d
secuuriiritytyy aappppppppeaearsrs tto o hahhhaveve bbecece omommeee
llalackkkckiinining g gg rererecececenttntntllylylyly,,,, rereresususultltltininingg g g inininin 
TeTeTestststererere ss s s shshshararara inining g g g thththeieieieirr r r papapapasssssssswowowowordrdrdrdsss s 
anannd d d IDIDID nnnumumumu bebebeersrsrss...

ThThT ererere e e isisis nnnooo rerereasasasononono wwwwhyhyhyy ttthihihis s s s
should hapapppepep n n ifff DDVSVSA A ststs anannd-dd
ardsd  are to be maintained. 
IfIfIfIf eeeevivivividedededencncnceee iisisis uuuncncncovovoverer ddeded ooffff 
this happening it should be
stststopopoppepepep ddd iimimimmemememedididi tatatatellelyy.

A recent case where this
happened resulted in a Tester
undertaking multiple Tests
under an ex-colleague’s ID, at 
his previous employers VTS, 

l i i d i i

AAnAAnA nunununu lalalal aassssssseseessmsssms ennentt ttt annand dddd CPCPCPCPCPDDDD
TrTTTrTr iiaiai inininin ngngnggg
WhWhWhenenene eeveveveryryyybobboodyddyyy ccomompllplp etteteddde
ththththeieieieirr r r ananana nunununualalal ttttrarararaininininininingg g g foffoforrr hththe e 
yeyeyeyearararar 2222010101016-6-6-6 2020202017171717,,, anananan aaaattttttttititititudududude e e ofofo   
ththththatatatat bbbbeieieieingngngng tttthehehehe eeeendndndnd ooooff f f ththththeeee isisissususue e 
bebebebecacacacamemememe eeeevivivividedededentntnt. . ThThThatatata iiis s s totototatatalllly y y y
wrwrononong g g g – thththatatat wwwasass yyyyeaear r ono e of 
a five-year requirement and d
TeTTeTe ttststererss araree e rereqququiiirir dededed ttttooo bbebebe aaablblblbleeee 
to show documentary evidence 
thhthhatat ttraiiniiing g hhahaasss bbebeeenen ccomomomm--
pleted in each year – passing 
the exam is not enough, and
records of all training under-
taken, what areas were cov-
ered, and for how long will be 

i dd bb il bl l

than 6% of driveersr  usis ngng carars s
wiwiiwithththththouououttt aaa a vavavaalililililiddd d MOMOMOM TTTT T arararareee e acacacactuttuttualalalallylyllyy 
cacacaugugugughththt aandndnddnd fffinininededede . SoSoSoomememem thththhininining ggg g
ofofof aa pppoooorr rererer flflflecececctititititionon ooonn n thththt ee 
pepepeperffrfrfrforororo mamamam ncncncnce eee ofofofof oooururrur pppppololololiciciccee e 
fffoforcrcrceseses iiiin nn enenenfoffforcrcrciiinini g g g thththhee e MOMOMOMOTTTT 
reregugugug lallatititiononons.s.s. 

◆◆◆◆  AEAEAE andd 44 TTTestet rs suspepp nddedd 
atat AAAududdii dded aller hshiipp: IIn llatet  :
SeSSeSeptptptemembebbeberr thththee DVDVDVSASASA iiissueuedd d
aaa a prprprpresesesessss s rererereleleleleasasasaseeee anananannonononoununununcicicicingngngng 
that they had suspended the 
AuAuAuthththorororisisisededed EEExaxaxamimiminenenerrr anananddd fififiveveve 
MOT Testers for 28 days at 
Yeovil Audi, a dealership in 
the West country. During a 
routine visit, probably a site risk 
assessment visit, the DVSA’s 
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●  MOT Tester Training
●  MOT Centre Manager 

Training - 2 day course
●  ATA Training - 2 day course
●   Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD)
As sold on e-Bay

Oil and gas fired cabinet
heaters

Suspended oil and gas fired
unit heaters

Portable and mobile
heaters

Electric heaters

Universal oil fired heaters

THERMOBILE UK LIMITED 12 Buckingham Close, Bermuda Industrial Estate, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 7JT  UK

SALES CONTACTS: Andy Wallis 07850 988382 andy@thermobile.co.uk

                                  John Hall 07775 635527 john@thermobile.co.uk

     Website: www.thermobile.co.uk
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Poor MOT standards
In this issue there are a number of 
letters citing poor MOT Standards, 
which is unusual. Is this perhaps 
an indication of there being too few 
Vehicle Examiners visiting Testing 
Stations – and as a result the qual-
ity of MOT Testing is falling even 
lower? 

The Testers who submitted 
the following ‘poor MOT standards’ 
letters have all asked to remain 
anonymous – Ed. 

Dear sir,
I recently got into a bit of trou-
ble with DVSA and both myself 
and the AE received a month 
ban. While we were both 
extremely disillusioned with 
the decisions, what we found 
even more disconcerting was 
the poor standard of Testing 
carried out at other sites in the 
town where we took our cus-
tomers’ vehicles for MOT Test 
during our 28 day ban.

It simply amazes me that 

those that seriously cut corners, 
seem to get away with it, yet 
those of us who try our best get 
into trouble because of minor 
mistakes ‘totted up’ over a 5 
year period. To add insult to 
injury, I learnt that both the 
MOT garages we used, were 
both in the green risk assess-
ment banding! The staff just 
said to me that DVSA can’t see 
what they’re up to down the 
phone!

I really give up and am 
grateful that I can retire early 
next year.

A Tester in the north west

This letter does not surprise me. It 
only takes a little bit of thinking to 
realise that 120 Vehicle Examiners 
(allocated to MOT enforcement) 
are going to struggle to monitor 
and control the activities of 60,000 
Testers and 22,500 Authorised 
Examiners. That’s why the risk-
assessment system was set up. It 

assumes that green garages can 
be left alone for three years during 
which standards won’t slip, some-
thing of an optimistic assumption. 
But risk assessment inspection 
periods have slipped to up to seven 
years – no wonder standards have 
fallen. Ed 

Dear sir,
As in NT working at a small 
independent VTS, I recently 
visited a mate who works at a 
main agent. Whilst waiting for 
him I stood outside the MOT 
bay and was astounded at 
what I saw. The NT was doing 
a Test using an assistant but 
appeared to be spending more 
time telling the assistant what 
to do. Surely this is a “distrac-
tion”. Then half way through 
the Test the assistant was taken 
off for another job and the NT 
then walked off down the work-
shop looking for a spare body. 
Obviously no one was available 
as he came back and contin-

ued on his own. How do they 
get away with it!

A Tester in Newcastle 

There are two issues here. Firstly if 
the Tester has to tell the assistant 
what to do, that is a problem. Whilst 
DVSA don’t define what an assistant 
should do, an assistant shouldn’t be 
used if they’ve no experience at 
all. Secondly, if a Tester wanders 
around the workshop looking for an 
assistant, that’s a distraction which, 
if it results in missing something, 
could attract disciplinary action if 
observed by a VE. Ed.

Dear sir,
We all know there are garages 
out there that issue certificates 
over the phone, but you try and 
report this to DVSA and they’re 
not interested and just tell you 
to phone the police. Even ring-
ing the MOT fraud number is a 
waste of time, as it just rings out.

I recently noticed that a cus-
tomer’s car had, a year earlier 
been Tested in a city some 80 
miles away (VT20 on passenger 
seat) and knowing the customer 
as I do, I queried why he’d had it 
Tested that far away. He said the 
car had never been there and 
that the MOT had (as always) 
been done locally. He was as 
surprised as I was about where 
the certificate had been issued.

It seems that the franchise 
he’d used, must have allowed 
another one of their sites to 
register and record the Test 
result, all without that Tester 
there ever seeing the car! In this 
day and age you would think 
that the DVSA database would 
be linked up with ANPR cam-
eras, which would put an end 
to such fraudulent activities. 
After all, that’s what I thought 
those cameras on the road-side 
were all about – the law enforce-
ment? Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR) technology 
is used to help detect, deter and 
disrupt criminality, including 
tackling travelling criminals, 
Organised Crime Groups and 

Readers’ Letters
Star Letter 

The writer gets FREE SUBSCRIPTION to MOTT&AE FOR A YEAR for this letter.
Let us have your letter now – you could win a year’s free subscription worth £30.

Rolling 40-year MOT Exemption and bad Testing
Dear sir,
I am very concerned that older vehicles are being allowed 
on the road with no MOT. Is there any movement to 
demand that all vehicles used on the public road must 
have an MOT ? 

A friend has just purchased an American classic car 
(a 1947 Ford Monarch) that is a death-trap, with a brake-
pipe badly cut by chafing against a sharp edge, hand-brake 
bodged, fuel-pipe and wiring being chafed by the clutch-
pedal and sparking, yet it can be legally driven! Worse, it 
was given an MOT, which I regard as criminal. Would it be 
possible for an official from either your organisation or 
the DVSA to visit this garage… and read the Riot Act to this 
clown, and explain that he is lucky not to be facing criminal 
prosecution and a prison sentence for the road accident 
that would undoubtedly have occurred either through 
fire, brake-failure, or suspension collapse had it not been 
for the fact that the new owner wanted the transmission 
problems repairing before taking it on the road.

Philip Copson

Not only does this letter indicate 
the folly of any exemption for 
Historic Vehicles, its also about 
bad Testing. This reader sent us 
many more pictures than we can 
publish here. There’s a copper 
petrol pipe almost worn through 
by rubbing against a metal com-
ponent, and a few more! We 
have passed on the details to 
the DVSA – if there was ever a 
case of a Tester deserving a life-
time ban (which unfortunately is 
not available as a sanction), this 
is it! As we’ve noted in Testing 

Times, there’s a Parliamentary 
petition now set up to challenge 
the 40 year old rolling exemption 

MOT policy. Ed 
[extended version of this item is on 
www.motester.co.uk]

These are just two of numerous pictures sent of MOT failures 
on the 1947 Ford Mercury. On the left is a loose nut on a bent 
spring shackle bolt, and (right) a corroded anti-roll bar bush.

This vehicle looks clean and tidy on 
the outside, with just a bit of rust on 
the headlamp surround. But in fact it 

is a death trap!

If the assistant has to be 
constantly told what and how 
to do things, it’s distracting 

for the Tester. As is wandering 
around the workshop looking 

for another assistant if the 
first one gets called away…

obobobobseseseservrvrvrvedededed bbbbyy yyy aaa VEVEVE.. EdEdEdEd.

DeDeDD ararar ssiiiir,
WeW aalllll kkknonow ththhhere e are gagag raragegegeg ss 
ououout t hthththere e thththt attt iiisss ueue cerrtititifififififf catetes s
ovovererr tthehe ppphohonenene,,, bubut tt yoyoy uu trtrt y yy and ddd
rererepopopop rtrtrt ttthihihiis ss tototo DDDVSVSA A anand d ththeyyyy’re 
nonot tt interereststeded and jjjjusu t teell yyou
to ppphone the pppolice. Even ring-
ing the MOT fraud d numbber iis a
wawawastststeee ofofof tttimimimeee, aaasss ititit jj jusususttt ririringngngsss ouououtt.t.

I recently noticed that a cus-
tottomememe ’r’r ss cacarr hhahaddd, aaaa yyyeaeaeaarrr eaeaearlrlrlieieeierrr 
been Tested in a city some 80 
miles away (VT20 on passenger 
seat) and knowing the customer 
as I do, I queried why he’d had it 
Tested that far away. He said the 

h d bb h d

AA A A frfrfrfrieieieiendndndnd hhhhasasasas jjjjusususustt t t pupupupurcrcrcrchahahahaseseseseddd d anananan AAAAmemememeriririricacacacannnn clclclclasasasassisisisicccc cacacacarrr r 
(a(a(a(a 111194949494777 7 FoFoFoFordrdrdrd MMMMononononararararchchchch)))) ththththatatatat iiiisss s aaaa dedededeatatatathh-h-h-trtrtrtrapapapap, , wiwiwiwithththth aaa bbbbrarararakekekeke---
pipipipipepepepe bbbbadadadadlylylyly ccccutututut bbbbyy y y chchchchafafafafinininingg g g agagagagaiaiaiainsnsnsnsttt t aaaa shshshshararararppp p ededededgegegege,,, hahahahandndndnd b-b-b-brarararakekekeke
bobobobodgdgdgdgedededed,,, fufufufuelelelel-p-p-p-pipipipipeeee anananandddd wwwwiririririninininggg g bebebebeininininggg g chchchchafafafafedededed bbbbyyy y ththththeee clclclclutututut hchchch--
pepepepedadadadalll l ananananddd d spspspspararararkikikikingngngng,, yeyeyeyetttt itititit ccccanananan bbbbeeee lelelelegagagagallllllllyyy y drdrdrdrivivivivenenen!!!! WoWoWoWorsrsrsr eee,, iiiittt 
wawawawassss gigigigivevevennnn anananan MMMMOTOTOTOT, whwhwhwhiicicichhhh IIII rereregagagag drdrdrd aaasss crcrcrimiimiminiininallalal. WoWWoWoullululdddd iititit bbbbee
popopopossssssssibibibiblelelele ffffororor aaannn offofoffififificiicici lalalal ffffrororommm eiieiei hthththererer yyouourr r ororgagag ininisasa itition or 
ththththeeee DVDVDVDVSASASASA ttttooo ivivivi isisisittt hthththisiisis gggararagagageee… aa ddndnd rreaeae dddd hthththee RiRiRi totot AAActct tto thhthiiis
clclclclowowowownnn,n, aaaandndndnd eeeexpxpxpxplalalalaiininin tttthahahahatttt hhehehe iiiisss llululu kckckckyyy nononotttt tototo bbbbeee faffafa icicicingng ccririri imiminanalll 
prprprprososososececececututututioioioionnnn anananandddd aaaa prprprprisisisisonononon ssssenenenentetetetencncncnceee ffofoforrr ththththeee rororo dadadad aaaccccccididididenenenttt 
that wouldd undndouo btbtededlylyyy hhavava e e e ococcucurrrrrededed eeeitititheheherr r thththrororougugugghh h 
fifire, brb akke-failure, or suspension collapse had it not been 
foff r thhe fafaf ctct tthahat t ththe e nenew w owownenerr wawawantntn ededed ttthehehe tttrararansnsnsmimimissssssioioionn n 
problems repairing before taking it on the road.

Philip Copson

Not only does this letter indicate 
th f ll f ti f

Times, there’s a Parliamentary 
petition now set up to challenge 
th 40 ld lli ti

MOT policy. Ed 
[extended version of this item is on 

t t k]

ThThThThisisisis vvvvehehehehiciciciclelelele llllooooooooksksksks ccccleleleleanananan aaaandndndnd ttttididididyyyy onononon 
the outside, with just a bit of rust on 
thththeee heheheadadadlalalampmpmp sssurururrororounununddd. BBBututut iiinnn fafafactctct iiittt 

is a death trap!
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terrorists. ANPR provides lines 
of enquiry and evidence in the 
investigation of crime and is 
used by law enforcement agen-
cies throughout England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Surely it should be used to 
track MOT evaders, and to pro-
vide evidence such as here that 
a vehicle couldn’t have been at 
the VTS from which the VT20 
was issued?

A Tester in the west midlands. 

It’s disappointing that the reader 
couldn’t get in touch with the fraud 
people at DVSA – and on the subject 
of ANPR cameras it’s also surpris-
ing that they aren’t used to catch 
and fine motorists for not having 
an MOT – the technology is there. 
What a contrast between DVSA’s 
disciplinary action against garages, 
and the easy-going approach to 
motorists driving without MOTs. 

Risk assessment scoring 
unfair
After a recent visit by our local 
VE, we were hit with a new score 
that dropped us from green into 
amber. Absolutely nothing had 
changed from the previous visit, 
other than our average age of 
vehicle tested had increased to 
an older age bracket.

This seems completely 
unfair, as we can’t turn away 
older vehicles. 

I would ask DVSA to explain 
why garages in poorer areas 
should be penalised for some-
thing that we have absolutely no 
control over. 

Name and address
withheld on request.

It’s surprising that DVSA put so 
much weight on vehicle age during 
the risk scoring process; when it 
should be about the Testing Station, 
not their customers. Also, we’ve 
heard a strong rumour that a lot of 
Testing Stations have been graded 
down during recent risk-assess-
ment visits. If so that would mean 
a lot more red and amber Testing 
Stations requiring more frequent VE 
visits – but DVSA are already short 
staffed for VEs – so they may have 
to dumb down the whole system, 
taking us right back to where we 
were! What a waste of time… Ed 

Unnecessary paper work
Dear Sir,
I have been looking at ways to 
cut waste, I put a sign on the 
MOT notice board inform-
ing customers that we would 
provide an emission report if 
required, needless to say most 
people don’t even know what 
one is and even the minority 
that do, do not want a copy. Our 
printer only produces one copy 

for diesel and two for petrol. 
I contacted Crypton who 

said there is no way of alter-
ing this as it is in the regulation 
from DVSA. In this day and age 
why do we need to print any cop-
ies? The results are on the hard 
drive which can be accessed 
by DVSA, and the customers 
certainly don’t want them. So 
if you multiply the amount of 
Tests done annually by two, this 
is how much paper is wasted 
every year, let alone electricity, 
printer ink, etc, etc.

Finally, something else to let 
you know. The security cards 
that we have all been issued with, 
one failed in April this year, we 
have ordered it 4 times since 
April 20th it still has not arrived. 
We’ve contacted the local office 
who cannot help. What am I 
supposed to do?

Peter Wilson, 
Faber Garage, York

We forwarded this to DVSA for com-
ment. Here’s their response:

“DVSA’s current policy is to 
issue the printout as part of 
giving confidence to motorists 
of a ‘full’ MOT. However, we 
do agree that this may be able 
to change.  We will look to 
review this, but for now you 
should work to the existing 
policy”. 

Oil temperature probe
Dear Sir,
After being in the motor trade 
for many years it has become a 
constant sight to see engine oil 
temp bypassed on diesel emis-
sion result. Even after numer-
ous comments from VE’s and 
third party organisations and 
even a special notice aimed at 
the very subject, Testers still 
bypass the oil temperature. This 
is not only not following correct 
procedure but it also runs the 
risk of the vehicle failing unnec-
essarily due to the engine not 
being at the correct tempera-
ture. The oil temperature probe 
is a simple peace of equipment 
and there is only a limited 
number of vehicles which due 
their configuration wont allow 
this check but yet we still see 
numerous examples of it not 
being used.

Regards,
Chris Wake, Northumberland.

Out-of-date emissions data…
Dear Sir,
I am writing to express my con-
cern regarding the lack of up-
to-date emissions data. The DfT/
DVSA should have published the 
Nineteenth Edition of the in-ser-
vice exhaust emission standards 

for road vehicles before the 1st 
August 2017 but so far despite 
the DfT having the data availa-
ble, nothing has been done. As a 
result all MOT emissions equip-
ment is currently operating with 
vehicle data which is in need of 
an urgent update with respect 
to the emission limits for MOT 
Testing purposes.

This is especially a prob-
lem with some vehicles which 
became subject to requiring an 
MOT Test this August just gone. 
These vehicles were fitted with 
lean burn engines during 2014 
for which an MOT emissions 
outcome will inevitably result 
in a failure as their lambda will 
be excessively high – although 
there will be nothing wrong with 
the engine as regards its emis-
sions. It will also be impossi-
ble for vehicles fitted with these 
engines to be remedied to be 
able to pass the emissions Test 
with the current data within the 
emission MOT Test equipment.

I am writing to you so that 
your readers, MOT Testers and 
Testing Station owners, will real-
ise that some customers’ cars 
may be unable to successfully 
pass an emissions Test – and it 
is not a repairable problem.

The GEA are working with 
Government to address the 
problem.

Dave Garratt
Chief Executive
Garage Equipment Association

We sent this to DVSA for their 
response. They responded:

“DVSA is working on guid-
ance on how to deal with any 
modern vehicles that cannot 
be passed because of this 
problem, and will be issuing it 
shortly”.

Road tax, the MOT and 
reminders…
Dear Sir
As an MOT Tester, I’m con-

cerned that road safety is being 
compromised by the monthly 
direct debit procedure system 
with DVLA (for taxing vehicles). 
It seems that if you pay your 
vehicle tax by 12 monthly instal-
ments, there isn’t a check in 
place to ensure that your MOT 
is still in force each month when 
payments are taken. 

If you currently pay annu-
ally or every 6 months, you are 
only able to tax the vehicle if 
a current MOT is in force. In 
effect this acts as a safety net for 
those that may have forgotten/
overlooked MOT renewal.

As more and more people 
will try and spread the cost 
of their motoring expenses, it 
seems that those who actually 
end up paying more (there’s a 5% 
surcharge for paying via direct 
debit instalments), don’t receive 
a ‘reminder’ for MOT renewal. 
This to my way of thinking seems 
wrong, as after all, DVLA are 
receiving 5% more income but 
offering a lesser service.

Confusingly the DVL A 
website specifically states that 
you will be sent a reminder if 
your MOT has run out! 

Perhaps they would argue 
that at point of purchase (but 
paying in arrears) the MOT 
was in force and therefore a 
reminder will only be sent if no 
MOT is in force a year later. 

If that is the case then road 
safety is still being compro-
mised. As vehicle tax can in 
effect be bought on a month-by-
month basis, shouldn’t their sys-
tem check the MOT on the same 
basis? Improving road safety?

Name and address
withheld on request

How strange that DVLA should com-
mit to reminding people if their MOT 
runs out before the tax does, when 
DVSA are supposedly working on a 
Government MOT reminder service. 
Clearly DVLA doesn’t know what 
DVSA is doing! Ed. 
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cocococoululululdndndndn’t’t’tt ggggetetetet iiiinnn n totototoucucucuchhh h wiwiwiwithththth tttthehehehe ffffrarararaudududud  
pepepepeopopopoplelelele aaaattt t DVDVDVDVSASASASA ––– aaaandndndnd oooonn n n ththththeee e susususubjbjbjbjececececttt t 
ofofofof AAAANPNPNPNPRR RR cacacacamemememerarararasss s itititit’s’sss aaaalslslslsoooo susususurprprprpriririris-s-s-s-
ininininggg g ththththatatatat ttttheheheheyyy y ararararenenenen’t’ttt uuuuseseseseddd d totototo ccccatatatatchchchch 
anananandddd fifififineneene mmmmototototororororisisisistststs fffforororor nnnnotototot hhhavavavavininininggg 
anananan MMMMOTOTOTOT –– tttthehehehe ttttecececechnhnhnhnolololologogogogyyyy isisisis ttttheheheherererere. 
WhWhWhatatatat aaa cccononontrtrtrasasasttt bebebetwtwtweeeennn DVDVDVSASASA’’s’s 
didididiscscscscipipipiplilililinanananaryryryry aaaactctctctioioioionnnn agagag iaiaiainsnsnsnstttt gagagararararagegegeges,ss  
anananandddd ththththeeee eaeaeaeasysysysy g-gg-goioioioingngngng aaaapppppppprorororoacacacachhhh tototoo 
momomotototoririristststsss drdrdrivivivinininggg wiwiwithththouououttt MOMOMOTsTsTs.

RiRiskk assessment scoring
unfair
After a recent visit by our local 
VE, we were hit with a new score
that dropped us from green into
amber. Absolutely nothing had
changed from the previous visit, 

h h f

yoyoyoyouuuu knknknknowowowow... ThThThThee ee sesesesecucucucuriririritytytyty ccccarararardsdsdsds 
ththththatatatat wwwwe eee hahahahaveveveve aaaallllllll bbbbeeeeeennnn isisisissusususuedededed wwwwitititithh,hh,
ononononeeee fafafafaililililedededed iiiinnnn ApApApApririririllll ththththisisisis yyyyeaeaeaear,rrr, wwwwee e
hahahahaveveveve oooordrdrdrdererereredededed iiiitttt 4444 titititimemememessss siisisincncceeee 
ApApApApririririllll 2020020thththth iiittt ststtstilililillll hahahahass nononottt arar iriiriveveddd.
WWeWWe’v’’’vee cocontttntacacttted ddd thththhe llolocal ll ffoffffifififf ce 
whhwho cacannott hhh lelp. WWhhat am I 
suuppp os dded tto dodd ??

PPePetteterr WiWiWillslsonon,
FaFabebeer r r GaGaGarararagegege,,, YoYoYorkrkrk

WeWee ffforororwawawardrdrdededed tttthihihiss ss totototo DDDDVSVSSVSAAA A fofoforrr cocococom-m-m-
ment. Here’s their response:

“DVSA’s current policy is to 
issue the printout as part of 
giving confidence to motorists 

f ‘f ll’ MOT H

fofff r ror add vvehhiiclel ss bebefofff rere ttthehe 11ststt 
Augugugg st 2010 7 bub t t soo ffffararr ddesese pipipip tetee   
the DffffT havinggg the data a avavailala-
blble, nothingg has been done. As a 
resultl  allll MOT emiissions equip-
memementntnt iiisss cucucurrrrrrenenentltltlyyy opopoperereratatatinininggg wiwiwiththth 
vehicle data which is in need of 
ananan uuurgrgrgrgenennentttt upupuupdadaddateteete wwwwititithhh h rererrespsppspececectttt 
to the emission limits for MOT 
Testing purposes.

This is especially a prob-
lem with some vehicles which 
became subject to requiring an 
MOT T hi A j

cecernrnneded tthahah t t rorooadadada ssaffaffetety y y isiis bbeiingg 
cococompmpmpprororomimimim sesesed d d bybybyy tthehe mmono thlyyy 
didirereectct debebit pppprocedure ssysysyy tem 
with DVLA (f(ffor taxxing g vehih clles).)  
It seems that iff you pay your 
vevevehihihiclclcleee tatataxxx bybyby 111222 momomontntnthlhlhlyyy inininstststalalal--
ments, there isn’t a check in

lplplacacaceee ttoto eensnsurureee ththhthatataat yyyououoourrr MOMOMOTTTT 
is still in force each month when
payments are taken.

If you currently pay annu-
ally or every 6 months, you are
only able to tax the vehicle if 

MOMOTT ii i f I

PhoPhoP ne nen EamEamammonnonn ononn 010112252252 3434408508558
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Motorcycle brake discs
Alanskirk posted:
A couple of photos from a recently 
purchased GS 1200. I picked the bike up 
on a wet day and took the bike for a run. 
Got home and gave it a right good wash and 
found these. My question is, would these 
fail an MOT? I feel the bike should not 
have been sold in this condition.

Castrolrob responded:
If you’re referring to the surface wear/
pitting on the disc I can only speak for 
car tests as I don’t do bikes and it would 
be a pass, I have had to pass far worse 
than that. Personally I would have advised 
it but that isn’t compulsory and is down 
to the individual tester.

Bimmer suggested:
Take a look at the motorcycle testers 
manual and the failures on the test 
regarding brakes. Hope this helps.

Castrolrob added:
On the plus side that looks like the sort 
of wear/pitting that I would expect on a 
vehicle that’s been stood up for a fair 
while so if low miles etc could be a sign 
that its genuine (if neglected).
In fact on brake discs the motor-
cycle Manual, and that for Class 
4 – vehicles are at odds. The motor-
cycle Tester’s Manual clearly states 
as a reason for rejection, ‘an exces-
sively scored, excessively pitted 
or excessively worn brake disc’. 
Whereas for cars and light com-
mercial vehicles (and 3 wheelers), 
Class 4 vehicles, the only reasons 
for rejection for brake disc condi-
tion is:

h) a brake disc or drum contaminated 
by brake fluid, oil or grease.

i) a brake disc or drum in such a con-
dition that it is seriously weakened or 
insecure.

There is no mention of an exces-
sively scored, pitted or worn brake 
disc. Something of an omission in 
road safety terms between the MOT 
requirements of the two vehicle 
classes…. Ed.

What is ‘roadworthy’?
Oldcamper asked:
If I present my vehicle for MOT 6 months 
early, just to change to a summer event 
(date), and it fails… is it, just drive 
home and it is ‘grounded’ until its fixed 
and passes the MOT? I tried a quick search, 
but and answer wasn’t forthcoming. Thanks 
in advance.

Castrolrob responded:
It’s always been an offence to knowingly 
drive an unroadworthy vehicle, having 
been told something’s wrong with it. You 
would be hard pushed to pretend you didn’t 
know – whereas prior to the Test you have 
the defence of ignorance of any fault. On 
paper (so) as long as you’ve got test/tax/
insurance, you are legal. The reason you 
can’t find any guidance is because it’s 
such a big grey area. In real world terms 
unless you were involved in an accident or 
something similar, no one would ever know; 
but if you were it would probably come to 
light and the liabilities could be severe. 
The nature of any defects would also be 
relevant. A tyre about to go bang would 
be go to jail do not pass go. A sidelight 
however would have little relevance. You 
see the problem. 

Al added:
Your current MOT is not revoked if it 
fails, but in a worse case scenario if 
it does fail and you carry on using it 
without repairing it, and are involved in 
an accident, there could be problems with 
you driving your car with known faults on 
it. But saying that. it is not a MOT issue.

Oldcamper thanked both Al and Castrolrob 
for their responses.

In fact whilst both Al and Castrolrob 
are correct as far as it goes, it is a 
bit more complicated, as Castrolrob 
alluded to by saying it is “a big grey 
area”. 
In fact there’s no single legal defini-
tion of ‘unroadworthy’. For example, 
there are lighting regulations, which 
in fact apply at different vehicle of 
varying ages. So a vehicle manu-
factured in the 1920s is quite legal 
to use on the roads with its lighting 
system as it was when manufac-
tured – but which wouldn’t comply 
with the current lighting regulations 

– which are reflected in the ‘con-
struction and use’ regulations to 
which vehicle manufacturers must 

comply to be legally allowed to sell 
their products to motorists. 
On the other hand the MOT Testing 
regulations are a quite separate 
legal requirement, which, by and 
large requires vehicles to at least 
comply with the condition they 
were in when first used on the 
roads – but only to a minimum 
safety standard taking into account 
reasonable wear and tear. 
This uncertainty about ‘unroad-
worthy’ throws up some strange 
anomalies. For example a DVSA 
Vehicle Examiner could issue a pro-
hibition notice on a vehicle with a 
dangerous condition of a compo-
nent that isn’t examined during an 
MOT inspection. Yet an MOT pass 
will cancel that prohibition – even 
if the defect still exists and is only 
noted as an advisory on the MOT 
pass document! Ed. 

Tyre pressure monitoring 
system error
Chicotime asked:
My 2005 jeep Cherokee has failed its MOT 
for the tyre pressure sensor light on the 
dash. Is this a fail? I was under the 
impression that only cars on or after 2012 
was it an MOT fail, and not on cars pre 
2012. Can anyone advise please?

Stealth responded first:
Hi chicotime & welcome to the forum. You 
are correct. Tyre pressure monitoring 
systems only became testable from 1st 
January 2012. 

Go back to your tester & ask him to 
read Section 4.1 of the Testers Manual, 
and ask for an Appeal Form too. 

Bimmer suggested as an alternative:
Or you could ask the garage to read the 
manual and give you a free MOT test this 
time with a pass if that’s all it failed 
on. 

Whilst Bimmer’s suggestion is 
the most practical and less time 
consuming from Chicotime’s point 
of view as all he really needs is 
a re-Test. I can, however, see 
where Stealth is coming from. 
With an appeal Test DVSA would 
get involved and the Tester would 
receive at the very least a stern 
lecture from the VE so he wouldn’t 
do it again. Ed.

Cats and LPG…
Mac asked:
Hi, I would be grateful for your opinions 
on the removal of the CATs on my 2000 
Range Rover 4.6. I have read a couple of 
posts on here, and elsewhere, but there 
appears to be some differing opinions. I 
always present the car running on LPG for 
its emissions test, and it always gets 
tested as a non-cat vehicle. Does this 
mean it would pass the new MOT if the 
CATs were removed (one of them is rattling 
really badly). 

I seem to be reading three lines of 
thought

1. if it qualifies for a non cat test 
then the presence of cats should not be 

checked.
2. As there were CATS when new, they 

have to have them irrespective of type of 
emmissions test so would fail under the 
new MOT.

3. Not having CATS would fail as 
exhaust has parts missing or system is 
incomplete.

My personal, non-expert reading is 
that 1. is the correct interpretation. 
Has anyone actually tested a LPG car 
without cats - what was the result? 
Thanks in advance. I do understand that it 
would fall foul of construction and use 
regulations.

Kev1975 was the first to respond with:
It does not need a cat fitted if presented 
on LPG fuel. Cats are only needed if 
the vehicle would need a cat test and 
(because) LPG vehicles are tested as non-
cat then the cat is not needed.

NITROS44 agreed, noting:
The limits for LPG are less demanding. 
As long as the engine and its emissions 
systems are decent there should be no 
problem. My personal experience on testing 
a Vauxhall Zafri on 2 occasions without a 
cat is that it did pass and the readings 
were well within the limit.

David1 new to the forum asked:
Are the trade happy this is still the 
case? Its been a few years and things 
change. A car having a cat from new (94 
Range Rover lse), being run and presented 
on lpg and now not having a cat will pass 
an MOT, and not fail the equipment missing 
from original spec element. If so could 
you point me towards which bit of this 
(Citing the MOT manual), says so…

Paul S provided clarification:
A car having a cat from new (94 Range 
Rover lse), being run and presented on LPG 
not having a cat would not fail because 
the equipment (the cat) is missing from 
original spec element... Multi fuel 
vehicles which run on more than one fuel 
(e.g. petrol and LPG) should be Tested 
on the fuel they are running on when 
presented. And… On petrol engine vehicles 
that qualify for a full catalyst emissions 
Test, check the presence of the catalytic 
converter.

Therefore the motor being Tested is 
‘as presented’ & as such being run on LPG 
is not required to have a cat. We don’t 
make the rules just follow them, are the 
trade happy? Personally I don’t think so.

At this point the thread moved away 
from the original question into the 
requirements of a BET test. Perhaps 
the most interesting issue here is 
that David1 effectively asked where 
it says in the Manual that a vehicle 
which would normally require a 
catalytic converter – and hence a 
cat emissions test, does not require 
a cat test if run on LPG, yet that 
isn’t stated specifically anywhere in 
the Manual. Although it is perhaps 
implied if you carefully study the 
flow charts. Yet Testers don’t have 
to look for it – its built into the emis-
sion equipment’s software. Perhaps 
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Pass or fail might be a difficult 
call here. Perhaps a road test 

to see how the brakes feel 
when riding the machine 
would be the best option. 

foufoufoufound ndnd nd thethethethese.se.se.se. MyMyMyMy ququququestestestestionionionion isisisis, w, w, w, woulouloulould td td td thesheshesheseee e 
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havhavhavhave be be be beeneeneeneen sosososoldldld ld inininin thithithithis cs cs cs condondondonditiitiitiitiononon.on.

CasCasCasCastrotrotrotrolrolrolrlrob rb rb rb respspespespondondononded:ed:ed:ed:
IfIfIfIf youyouyouyou’re’re’re’re rererereferferferferrinrinrinring tg tg tg to to to to thehehehe sursursursurfacfacfacface we wwe wearearear////
pitpitpittintinting og og on tn tn thhehhe didisdisc Ic Ic I cacan on o lnlynly spsp keakeak ffofor
carcarcarcar tetetetestsstsstssts asassas IIII donddondon’t’t’t’t ddododo bikbikbikbikeses danddand itititit wo ldldulduld
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it but that isn’t compulpup sorso y ay ay nd nd is is dowdownn
to the individual tester.

Bimmer suggested:
Take a look at the motorcycle testers 
manual and the failures on the test 
regarding brakes. Hope this helps.

C t l b dd d

WhWhWhWhatatatat iiiisss s ‘r‘r‘r‘roaoaoaoadwdwdwdwororororththththy’y’y’y ????
OldOldOldOldcamcamcamcamperperperper asasasaskedkedkedked::::
IfIfIfIf I pI pI pI presresresresentententent mymymymy vevevevehichichichicllelele forforforfor MOMOMOMOT 6T 6T 6T 6 momomonthnthnthnthss 
earearearearlylylyly, jujujuststtst tototto chachahchangengengeng totooto aaa sumsumsummermer evevev tenttent
(d(da(da(dat )te)te) a, andnddnd itititit f ifaiffailllsls… isiis ititit j, jjj tust drddriive 
homhhome a ddnd itit iiisi ‘‘ground dded’ u’ ntitil il its fixfi edd
andddand passe ts thhe MOTMOTM ? I? I trtt iied a quick search, 
butb tb tbut anand add answnswerer waswa ’n’t’n’t ffo thrthcomiiing. TThanh kks
ininin advadvadvancancee.

Castrolrob responded:
It’It s as as alwalwalwaysys ys beebeebeen an aan an on on offeffeffeffencenceence tototo knknknknowiowiowinglnglglnglyyyy 
drive an unroadworthy vehicle, having 
been told something’s wrong with it. You 
would be hard pushed to pretend you didn’t 
know – whereas prior to the Test you have
the defence of ignorance of any fault. On

( ) l ’ t t t/t /

dadadadangngngngererererououououssss cocococondndndndititititioioioionnnn ofofofof aaaa ccccomomomompopopopop --
nenenenentntntnt tttthahahahatttt isisisisn’n’n’n’tttt exexexexamamamamininininedededed ddddururururininiinggg ananan 
MOMOMOMOTTTT ininininspspspspecececectitititionoonon. YeYeYeYetttt ananana MMMMOTOTOTOT ppppasasasss 
wiwiwiwillllllll ccccanananancecececellll ththththattatat pppprororohihihihibibibibititititiononon – eeveven n
ififif tttheheheh dddd fefefecececttt tststililillll exexe isiisstststt aanddnd iiss onononlylylyyy 
nonottet dd d asa aan addviiv sosoryryy oon n thhthe e MOMOT T T
papp ss documument!!! EEd.d

TyTTTyre ppressure mo initot riingg 
sysysttstemem eerror
ChiChiChicotcotcotimeimeime asasaskedkedked:::
My 2005 jeep Cherokee has failed its MOT
forforofor thththe te te tyreyreyre prprppressessesessureureurure seseesensonsosnsor lr lr lighighgight ot ott on tn tn thehehe
dash. Is this a fail? I was under the 
impression that only cars on or after 2012
was it an MOT fail, and not on cars pre
2012. Can anyone advise please?

St lth d d fi t

KevKevKevKev1971971971975 w5 w5 w5 wasasa thethethethe fififirstrstrst tottoto rererespospospos ndndndd witwitwiwith:h:h
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on ono LPGLPGPGLPG ffuffu lellel. CaCaCC tstts areare ononllylly y neeneededd dded ififff 
ththeth  vehichi le l wouwo ldld neeed ad ad cacat tt ttt testestt anandddd
(be(b(be(becaucaucau )se)se)se) LPLPGG vvvehihie clelcles as are e testestedtedd asa nonon-n
catcat ththen ene thethee cacaat it is ns ns not ot o neeneee dede ..

NITNITROSROSRO 44 agragrgg eedeed, n, n, noting:gg
The limits for LPG are less demanding.
As long as the engine and its emissions 
syssyssystemtemtems as as arerere decdecdecententent thththereereere shshshouloulould bd bd be ne ne nooo
problem. My personal experience on testing
a Va Va Vauxauxauxhalhalhall Zl Zl Zafrfafrii oi on 2n 2n 2 ococcoccascasccasionionions ws wss withithithoutoutout aaa 
cat is that it did pass and the readings 
were well within the limit.

David1 new to the forum asked:
Are the trade happy this is still the 
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DVSA should include a statement in 
the information section of 7.3 if the 
Manual, that LPG powered vehicles 
should have a non-cat emissions 
test. 
Surprisingly, throughout the thread 
there was the tacit acceptance by 
everybody that as it didn’t need a 
cat emissions test, then if the cat 
had been removed it would not fail 
the test as it was presented whilst 
running on LPG fuel. 
I’m not so sure. In the Manual under 

“Exhaust system” section 7.1 there’s 
a clear Reason for Rejection in sub-
section 3, saying, “A catalytic con-
verter or particulate filter missing 
where one was fitted as standard”. 
There’s no caveat about LPG fuel. 
I think it should fail. Ed. (see also 
readers’ letters on emissions).

Corsa rear axle – follow up… 
In the last edition of the magazine, 
jda8aj had taken a Corsa to a fast-
fit outlet where it passed the MOT. 
He noticed, however that the top of 
the rear nearside wheel was canted 
inwards, and discovered that the 
rear axle was severely corroded, 
and had partially collapsed. In the 
last post said he was going to go 
back to the Testing Station to see 
what they had to say, and they said 
he must have driven over a pothole. 
He said he would call “their HQ”, 
but we didn’t hear back before we 
had to go to press. Jda8aj has now 
had an outcome, saying:

Good news. The area manager arranged to 
pick up the car a few weeks ago to inspect 
it. They agreed that the car should have 
failed and held their hands up. They 
have replaced the back axle along with 
other components (brake pipes etc.) that 
wouldn’t come off easily. If I remember 
correctly, they said the final bill (would 
have come) to around £700. I didn’t pay 

a penny. A happy ending although it took 
well over a month to get closure. Thanks 
very much for all the good advice and 
support.

This is certainly good news for 
jd8aj, but is it good news for the 
MOT Scheme? That, of course, 
depends on how the Fast-Fit com-
pany dealt with the MOT aspect 
of the case. If they notified DVSA 
of what happened, and took steps 
to either discipline, or re-train the 
Tester involved, then that’s good. 
How many times, however, do such 
situations occur, and nothing is 
done at all – the customer is effec-
tively ‘paid off’, and the episode all 

‘hushed up’, and DVSA are non the 
wiser. Ed.

Inverted appeal
Jan 33 posted:
Hello guys. I’m new in this forum. I have 
a possible appeal coming up and hoping 
someone can give me an idea/advice.

Basically an ex-colleague (already 
sacked from our garage due to being 
useless) brought his friend’s car in for 
an MOT on 12th July 2017. I found a lot 
of failures (suspension arm, emission, 
exhaust, h/brake not working, bulbs etc) … 
and found rust under the rear floor area. 
I pulled him in to have a look… but he 
said it’s all been welded from inside. So 
he showed me inside the boot, lifted the 
carpet and it’s all covered mostly with 
silicon sealant. So I said fair enough. 
Carried on with the test and give him a 
fail. The car never came back for retest.

Almost 2 months later (7th Sept), 
the car went in for an MOT in a different 
garage after my ex-colleague had worked 
on it. The garage picked up the rust on 
the floor and some other rusts + mostly 
the items I already failed on, and the 
nearside floor, (covered with sealant) 
became detached from the side. The 
customer was kicking off because why I 

hadn’t picked it up on that and I tried 
to explain it was covered in sealant at 
time of Test but he wasn’t having it. But 
then we haven’t heard from him for almost 
a month.

Yesterday 3rd Oct he came into 
the garage to get an appeal form after 
speaking to my boss. I guess he tried to 
make a deal saying he won’t go to DVSA if 
we do the job but my boss only offered him 
a reduced price… So now he says he’s going 
for an appeal.

What will be the likely result from 
this? Technically I didn’t give him a 
pass as he never came back for retest. 
And between the two MOTs (2 months apart) 
there were repaisr carried out and 
170miles covered. It’s only 8 days left in 
the 3months window.

Castrolrob commented:
…assuming you advised the sealant/prior 
repairs and given the fact its been worked 
on since and also that you didn’t actually 
pass it chances are this is going nowhere. 
If he appeals the M inistry have a scout 
round it first and will then ring you to 
tell you if you have a case to answer(and 
sometimes if you don’t) wait for that call, 
collect any and all relevant information 
and paperwork together. If an appeal 
goes ahead they will ask you to bring 
the paperwork for (typically) the entire 
week concerned and wont say what car it 
involves, so make sure its all ready to go 
now before a panic starts.

Jan33 is still worried:
This is what I’m little worried about. As 

I have seen it has weld patches around the 
offside, and the nearside was covered with 
sealant. And I actually pressed the floor 
down to “feel” it and it’s solid. Then I 
didn’t bother putting it on an advisory. I 
know I should have (lesson learnt!).

Castrolrob again:
It’s a bit of a weird one,inverted appeal 
is the one that gets you done badly but 
its not the case because you didn’t pass 
it. You can appeal against a fail but 
it costs you a test fee unless the test 
was wildly out. In your case he would be 
trying to appeal against a fail issued 2 
months prior with the vehicle having been 
worked on and re-tested in the meantime. 
I can’t see him spending another test fee 
on an appeal which I would imagine the 
ministry would laugh at given it failed 
twice on similar items any way and his 
appeal is based on you not failing enough 
items. I don’t think I would worry too 
much about this but the Ministry have 
surprised me before...

Jan finally commented:
Yes it’s a really weird one. I am on the 
countdown now until the 12th (Oct) I hope 
I won’t hear anything from my VE. I do a 
lot of tests, averaging around 180 tests 
a month and I’m probably one of the few 
people who enjoyed doing it day in/day out. 
But this kind of thing makes me just want 
to go back on the spanners instead.

At the time of going to press we 
have heard no more from Jan, so 
perhaps all went well after all. Ed.

This is the picture provided by jd8aj in the last edition of the 
magazine – it certainly doesn’t look like it was caused by a pot-

hole causing a slightly corroded axle to collapse…
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DVSA should include a statement in 
the information section of 7.3 if the 
Manual, that LPG powered vehicles 
should have a non-cat emissions 
test.
S i i l th h t th th d

a penny. A happy ending although it took 
well over a month to get closure. Thanks 
very much for all the good advice and 
support.
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well. It is rumoured that VEs 
are lamenting the poor quality 
of new Testers coming into the 
scheme as compared to before, 
with candidates paying a lot 
more money than they should 

– and then finding the training 
inadequate to satisfy the DVSA… 

Modernisation…
Meanwhile, VOSA launched what 
they called a Modernisation pro-
gramme. Despite those serious 
day-to-day problems, the then 
VOSA Chief, Alastair Peoples 
and his staff did some forward 
thinking and worked with the 
MOT Trade developing key stra-
tegic objectives for the Scheme. 
Meanwhile officials responsi-
ble for the MOT Scheme at the 
Department for Transport (DfT) 
fully engaged with both VOSA 
and the MOT Trade and started 
looking seriously at the MOT 
fee – not only as to how much 
it should be, but also its struc-
ture, including a possible fixed 
or banded fee level – a vital issue 
for Test Stations. 

So whilst day-to-day VOSA’s 
service to Testing Stations was 
poor, things looked good for the 
future; VOSA and DfT did some 
vital forward planning. It didn’t 
last long. 

The merger
Of a sudden, VOSA and the 
Driving Standards Agency (DSA) 
were merged to form the Driver 
and Vehicle Standards Agency 
(DVSA. In retrospect it’s been 
more a DSA takeover than a 
merger! Soon after, VOSA/DVSA 
chief Alastair Peoples resigned 
and eventually DVSA’s current 
Chief, Gareth Llewellyn arrived. 

Since then those ‘Modernisa-
tion’ aspirations have gone. Neil 
Barlow is still there, but his new 
boss Lesley Young, having risen 
through the DSA ranks, has no 
prior knowledge or detailed 
experience of the MOT Scheme, 
and Gareth Llewellyn, the new 
Chief Executive has remained 

conspicuously uninvolved with 
the MOT Scheme at all.

Changes at DfT
Then things got worse! The man 
at the DfT dealing with MOT 
issues and specifically fee dis-
cussions, with a firm grasp of 
what the MOT was all about 
was promoted – and transferred. 
Soon after, his boss, Duncan 
Buchanan, who had previous 
commercial experience in the 
road transport industry and 
understood all the issues and 
problems faced by the MOT 
industry left DfT to return to 
the business world. 

Their replacements are less 
than enthusiastic about the 
MOT, and the department is 
short staffed. Fee discussions 
stopped. Then Brexit arrived. All 
MOT work stopped dead with 
the exception of installing new 
EU Directives about the Manual 
and Historic vehicles – a neces-
sity before completing Brexit

Scant good news…
The new MOT computer is com-
ing along nicely. The recently 
installed Test Quality data giv-
ing a three-month history is 
helpful to AEs, DVSA’s plans 
for the future of the computer 
are encouraging, but there’s a 
cloud on the horizon. The key 
man, Danny Charles, an MOT 
expert, driving these improve-
ments, is moving on within the 
DVSA. 

We are pleased that there’s 
more enforcement activity than 
there was, but it’s a catching up 
exercise, and still nowhere near 
what it should be. There’s noth-
ing more galling for a Testing 
Station owner or manager tak-
ing a conscientious approach 
to MOT quality, knowing the 
guy down the road is poaching 
customers by discounting, cut-
ting corners, and doing MOT 
favours for local motor traders; 
but DVSA are too short staffed 
to do anything about it.

‘Risk Assessment’ visits 
catching up – but…
Catching up with VE risk assess-
ment visits will take time, and 
doesn’t actually increase MOT 
enforcement activity. The num-
ber of VE’s working on MOT 
Testing is still what it was in 
2005 (about 120 people) – when 
there were 4,000 fewer Test 
Stations, and perhaps 10,000 
fewer Testers… So its surpris-
ing, to hear from Lesley Young, 
DVSA’s senior manager respon-
sible for the governance of the 
MOT Scheme, (see Spotlight 
on…) that the number of VEs 
won’t be increased, even though 
DVSA made millions of pounds 
of profit last year! 

And there’s trouble ahead. 
We’ve heard that as VEs catch 
up with risk visits, Testing Sta-
tions are falling from green into 
amber and from amber to red. 
Inevitably that means more VE 
visits. But with fixed VE num-
bers, DVSA won’t be able to do 
those visits – so they’ll either 
have to dumb down quality and 
re-grade some ambers to green, 
and reds to amber – or employ 
more VEs, which we know won’t 
happen! Which hardly puts MOT 
quality at the top of their pri-
orities…

So much for ‘MOT Quality’ 
being a priority as stated in their 
objectives!

The MOT… a large national 
project…
Somehow those in government 
don’t seem to grasp that Britain’s 
MOT Scheme is a large national 
corporate operation akin to any 
other large business like British 
Gas, Network Rail and so on. It’s 
as if the government think that 
because MOT Testing is mainly 
done by small independent busi-
nesses, that somehow shrinks its 
national importance. 

They should look outwards 
at the bigger picture of a nation-
wide project annually inspecting 
about 30 million vehicles a year 

(including re-Tests), and employ-
ing upwards of 80,000 people, 
contributing well over one and 
a half billion pounds, (with MOT 
repairs), into the economy. So 
how should such a corporate 
scheme be properly managed, 
monitored and controlled? 

Clear vision and objectives
In successful national corpo-
rate organisations, the Boards of 
Directors, as experts, know and 
understand their businesses. 
They decide on clear targets and 
objectives, time scales involved, 
and how to achieve them with 
a structured budget. Such pro-
fessional strategic planning pro-
vides a clear vision, motivating 
those in the workforce deliver-
ing the product or service being 
supplied to achieve their targets.

For the MOT Scheme DfT/
DVSA have no such clarity of 
purpose. Decision makers 
on DVSA’s board have scant 
detailed knowledge of the 
MOT Scheme, and those at DfT 
even less. Their decisions and 
plans seem focussed on their 
internal operational conveni-
ence, rather than to benefit the 
MOT Scheme. Officials at the 
Department for Transport are 
similarly introspective, scruti-
nising DVSA’s proposals from 
their departmental and political 
viewpoint and only then putting 
their revised version to the Min-
ister for approval. 

Nobody considers what the 
MOT Scheme should be deliver-
ing in the national interest. How 
much it costs and how it should 
be funded with a really meaning-
ful dialogue with the MOT indus-
try to ensure that quality and 
service is maintained at a fee 
level commensurate with costs. 
Such a scheme, with integrated 
strategic management planning 
involving all stakeholders, would 
ensure that motorists get a good 
quality service and roads are as 
safe as they can be, minimis-

“The MOT vision is to improve road safety through 
helping motorists keep their vehicles safe to drive. 
We’ll do this by:

•   Improving MOT test quality;
•   Reducing MOT fraud;
•   Improving MOT compliance;
•    Making the MOT test better reflect new 

technology and
•    Better using the opportunities that our data 

presents”

The slide on the left shows the vision and objectives for the future of the MOT Scheme presented in August 2015 when Alastair 
Peoples was Chief Executive. Contrast that with DVSA’s current objectives (right) in October 2017. 

The interests of Testing Stations now do not feature at all.

Lead article… continued from page 1.

(Continues on page 15)
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ing accidents caused by vehi-
cle defects – but that’s not how 
things work now. Lesley Young 
says there will be a wider stra-
tegic planning function… We 
hope so, but that’s only part of 
the problem…

No MOT Scheme Manager
DVSA’s MOT management oper-
ates on a sort of collegiate basis. 
There’s no one manager respon-
sible for running the MOT 
Scheme. Neil Barlow is responsi-
ble for MOT Strategy and chairs 
a sort of management commit-
tee, but has no direct control of 
what happens on the ground. 
The edges are blurred, so DVSA 
staff are confused, disincentiv-
ised and often don’t really know 
where they stand, what they’re 
expected to do or who they’re 
working for. For instance there 
are no dedicated VEs working 
only in the MOT Scheme. There 
is a pool of 400 VEs Testing HGV 
vehicles one day, stopping vehi-
cles at the side of the road the 
next and perhaps earmarked for 
MOT visits the following week. 

What a pity… 
In our editor’s experience, 
DVSA’s Vehicle Examiners, staff 
at their Head Office and admin-
istrators at the Regional Offices 

are good at what they do, and 
are keen to do it well – but are 
de-motivated by uncertainty and 
lack of clarity of purpose; which 
is a pity. With a defined strategic 
policy and clear strategic direc-
tives, together with singular cen-
tral management control, DVSA 
could ensure that a high qual-
ity MOT Scheme is delivered to 
motorists and the community 
more broadly… but that isn’t 
what’s happening. 

A better way… with proper 
funding
What the MOT Scheme needs is 
clarity of direction with defined 
strategic objectives and a man-
ager in charge; for example, 
what would be suitable targets 
for MOT fail rates and Tester 
error rates? Ensure that DVSA’s 
compliance reports more accu-
rately measure Testers’ error 
rates – and increase the num-
ber of vehicles re-examined to 
ensure that errors detected in 
the MOT failures are statisti-
cally valid. 

Then, knowing what needs 
to be achieved, develop a pro-
fessional corporate manage-
ment structure with a person 
in charge as a chief executive 
officer for MOT Testing to get it 
done. Perhaps the biggest opera-
tional weakness is too few Vehi-

cle Examiners who aren’t even 
dedicated to MOT Testing, but 
floating between MOT work and 
other activities.

Obviously, to do things prop-
erly will needs more money – 
specifically for more VEs, and 
perhaps, if DVSA really want a 
professional MOT Scheme, to 
fund research programmes to 
discover just how many fatali-
ties and serious injuries really 
are caused by vehicle defects. 
DVSA are making millions of 
pounds profit from the MOT 
Scheme every year – so money 
isn’t the problem.

Hardly a professional 
approach
A constant theme from VOSA 
when their modernisation pol-
icy was launched and there-
after (before it faded away), 
was to develop a “Professional 
MOT Scheme”; in fact, what 
they had in mind was “profes-
sionalising” Testing Stations 
and their staff. 

They should look closer to 
home! In any large national 
operation, leadership from 
those at the top is absolutely 
essential. Which means DVSA 
and the DfT themselves. 

DVSA and DfT’s current com-
bined performance in the Gov-
ernance of the MOT Scheme 

has poor leadership, no vision, 
muddled management and falls 
well short of being conducted 
on the same professional basis 
that Testing Station owners are 
striding to achieve! 

In conclusion…
What’s currently happening to 
the MOT Scheme under the 
Governance of DfT and DVSA 
is unprofessional and unac-
ceptable. There’s no leadership 
from the top, no clear broader 
vision for the future. MOT qual-
ity is poor. The MOT fee, fro-
zen since 2010, isn’t measured 
against what the MOT Trade are 
expected to deliver or adjusted 
for inflation. There’s nobody at 
DVSA in overall executive con-
trol responsible for the MOT 
Scheme. DVSA’s management 
structure is a muddle, and 
there’s inadequate and uncer-
tain staffing to do things prop-
erly despite sufficient profit to 
address the problem, with a 
Chief Executive seemingly unin-
volved… It’s a recipe for dis-
aster. The MOT Scheme is in 
something of a crisis. The MOT 
Trade, motorists and the wider 
community are being seriously 
short-changed and let down. 
In MOT terms, DVSA/DfT have 
failed with numerous advisories! 
(Also see Testing Times).
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tional weakness is too few Vehi-
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operation, leadership from 
thththosososeee atatat ttthehehe ttttopopop iiisss abababsososoolululuutetetelylylyy 
essential. Which means DVSA 
and the DfT themselves.

DVSA and DfT’s current com-
bined performance in the Gov-
ernance of the MOT Scheme
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something of a crisis. The MOT 
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ycommunity are being seriously 
.short-changed and let down.

In MOT terms, DVSA/DfT have
failed with numerous advisories! 
(Also see Testing Times).



We had originally hoped to put our spotlight on DVSA’s 
Chief Executive, Gareth Llewellyn by interviewing him 

about the MOT Scheme. That was refused. Instead DVSA 
offered an interview with Lesley Young DVSA’s Head of Policy 
and Chief Driving Examiner. Neil Barlow Head of MOT Policy; 
MOT Service Manager was at hand to field detailed questions 
on MOT issues. Editor Jim Punter interviewed her at DVSA’s 
Nottingham HQ.

MOT Trade involvement
VOSA and DVSA often take deci-
sions which increase Testing 
Stations’ costs. I asked why DVSA 
don’t talk to the MOT Trade first 
before taking such decisions.

Lesley Young: “I wasn’t there 
when those training changes 
were made…” and she insisted 
that DVSA do fully communi-
cate with the MOT trade. She 
said, “68,000 people have signed 
up for the MOT blog, and last 
Monday there were 70,000 visits 
to the blog with 5,000 readers”, 
quoting a blog post, ‘…DVSA is 
talking to Testers at last…” add-
ing, “…as a firm principle we 
involve users whenever there’s 
a policy change… but we can’t 
please every interested party, or 
provide every detail of what we 
intend to do”. 

That didn’t answer the ques-
tion; referring to “users” rather 
than trade ‘representatives’ 
implying that DVSA prefer to 
cut the formal trade bodies out 
of the loop. She quoted a single 
blog entry, yet it doesn’t take 
much searching of DVSA’s blogs 
to find other entries criticising 
their MOT policy.

Strategic planning and 
oversight
Months ago now there was a 
meeting between DVSA and the 
MOT Trade to discuss setting up 
a Strategic Planning Committee 
for the MOT Scheme consist-
ing of members from the MOT 
Trade, the DfT, DVSA and motor-
ing representatives to provide 
a strategic planning function, 
so the MOT Scheme has clear 
objectives into the future. I 
asked how it was going. 

Young enthused, “For such 
a strategic forum I think the 
timing is right…”, which was 
encouraging.

I then asked why DVSA don’t 
have a Chief Executive Officer 
for the MOT Scheme. Neil Bar-
low doesn’t control all of DVSA’s 

MOT Testing activities. I asked, 
“wouldn’t it be better if he had 
such control?” In response she 
noted that isn’t how DVSA do 
things, elaborated in a later 
e-mail: “DVSA doesn’t intend to 
operate each of its services that 
way. Neil has control on what 
we deliver and significant influ-
ence on how. We believe there 
is great strength in enforcement 
operations being run as a single 
operation across MOT and HGV”. 

MOT Fees 
Evidence shows that Testing 
Stations are suffering finan-
cially, and Testers’ pay has 
fallen below the national aver-
age. Vitally important to Testing 
Station owners, and their staff, 
I asked about DVSA’s policy on 
MOT fees.

She said, “…we have a 
responsibility to keep costs 
down to motorists… from the 
Government’s point of view, as 
there’s no shortage of Testing 
Stations, and the level of the 
current fee doesn’t impact on 
the service provided to motor-
ists… I don’t see a problem… I 
have no influence (on the fee), 
because the level of the fee is 
not in my own, or DVSA’s gift…” 
Later, after the interview, DVSA 
suggested adding, “fees will 
always be a difficult issue with 
government… with the number 
of garages going up, and the lev-
els of discounting”. 

Yet Alastair Peoples, the pre-
vious DVSA Chief, included an 
objective of “a competitive & 
profitable MOT industry” as part 
of the Agency’s Strategic vision. 

In contrast DVSA now seem 
unconcerned that the fee’s been 
frozen for over seven years. 
Young said the DfT needs evi-
dence for a fee increase. John 
Ball, on behalf of the MOT Trade 
Forum has presented such evi-
dence to DfT. I challenged her 
contention that motorists get 
a good service from the MOT 

Scheme, pointing out that 
DVSA’s Compliance Reports 
measuring MOT quality, indi-
cates that it’s lower than motor-
ists have a right to expect. 

MOT quality
I cited annual MOT pass/fail 
errors of up to 15%, noting that 
DVSA’s reports played down 
errors in failures (running at 
about a third of all failures) 
potentially increasing overall 
error rates to 25%. 

She said that MOT new com-
puter data can uncover bad Test-
ing, avoiding the need for more 
VEs. She emphasised that DVSA 
now have a dedicated enforce-
ment team, saying, “…we’ve 
already put more emphasis on 
an MOT quality regime…” Bar-
low added, “targeted checks 
are getting more priority, and 
we are now catching up with 
the red/amber/ green checks.” 
Young again: “there is a much 
greater focus on MOT quality”. 
In response I suggested that in 
reality, DVSA are simply catching 
up with risk-assessment visits 
many of which are over three 
years overdue. 

More Vehicle Examiners?
I suggested that with just 120 
or so Vehicle Examiners, who 
aren’t dedicated to the MOT 
Scheme (they’re in a pool of 
about 400 VEs doing various 
jobs), to monitor and con-
trol 60,000 Testers working 
at nearly 23,000 Test sites, it’s 
‘mission impossible’ to change 
Testers’ collective behaviour and 
improve MOT quality – and that 
only so much can be achieved 
by remote digital monitoring. 

I cited VE numbers in Hol-
land where 8,000 Test centres 
are monitored by 300 VEs. Pro 
rata that’s over 800 VEs to pro-
vide an equivalent level of con-
trol and monitoring in Britain. I 
asked, “will DVSA be employing 
more VE’s?” “No!” she said, add-
ing that the new enforcement 
system enabled Vehicle Examin-
ers to work more productively – 

a point, worth scrutinizing. 
There’s the same number of 

VEs now as in 2005. But there are 
4,000 more Testing Stations… to 
reach a staffing level equivalent 
to 2005 needs 40 more VEs, or 
productivity increased to over 
93% – surely an impossible tar-
get! The service MOT businesses 
receive now is significantly less 
than it was over twelve years 
ago… DVSA have millions of 
pounds annual MOT profits to 
spare – so why no more VEs? 

MOT failure rate
I asked if the DVSA were satisfied 
that four out of ten vehicles on 
the road fail the MOT, and how 
will they improve that figure. 
Young responded, “…motorists 
are good, bad, and some are ill 
informed… I would like every 
car to pass the MOT, but for the 
right reasons…” an unexpected 
response. 

DVSA are directly responsible 
for monitoring and controlling 
the safe condition of vehicles on 
Britain’s roads, and regularly 
promote the tag line, “keeping 
you safe on Britain’s roads”. It’s 
perverse that the person directly 
responsible for MOT Testing 
seems unconcerned that nearly 
four out of ten vehicles on the 
road are un-roadworthy in MOT 
terms, (around half for Class 7 
vehicles), and three quarters of 
a million carry defects that Test-
ers believe render them danger-
ous to drive. 

Administration
Finally, we noted how hard it is 
for Testers and AEs to get DVSA 
to do administrative tasks like 
checking out new Test lanes, or 
new Testers, and that commu-
nications with some areas was 
becoming almost impossible. 
Lesley Young said that was being 
addressed. A couple of days later 
we learnt that the ‘Areas’ will be 
disbanded and administration 
has now been centralised “to 
make contact easier and more 
consistent” according to DVSA. 
Good news if it works out.
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Spotlight on…

Lesley Young,
DVSA’s Head of Policy

Lesley Young: DVSA Head of Policy 
and Chief Driving Examiner
Responsible for the development of 

Policies for all the Agency’s services… 

•  Driver, Rider and Vocational theory and practical tests
•  Vehicle Testing, including MOT
•  Compliance and Enforcement.

Career
Lesley has over 30 years’ experience… She became a driving examiner 
in 1985… taking on a variety of management roles… She became Chief 
Driving Examiner in 2012. As a result of the merger of DSA and VOSA the role 
expanded to include both driver and vehicle policy with a team of approx. 130 
mainly technical, experts.
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Conclusions:

A change of emphasis
So what do I think of what Lesley 
Young had to say? I was sad-
dened by the negativity of DVSA’s 
thinking and policies. Following 
the departure of DVSA’s previous 
Chief Executive and the arrival of 
his replacement there’s been a 
change of emphasis on the MOT 
Testing Scheme – its importance, 
and especially that of the MOT 
Trade. The MOT has dropped 
in the pecking order. Previously 
there was a willingness to work 
with the MOT Trade. At a meet-
ing with the Trade at DVSA’s 
Bristol HQ on October 1st 2014, 
Alastair People’s and Neil Barlow 
presented what they called a 

“visionary policy” for the future 
with specific aims and objec-
tives of:

• Improving Test quality
•  A Competitive and 

Profitable Industry
•  Developing Consumer 

Confidence in the Service

•  Achieving a Professional 
MOT Scheme

•  To Improve Public Safety 
whilst delivering Value for 
Money

The MOT trade warmly wel-
comed the inclusion of the 
commercial health of Testing 
Stations within those objectives. 
Do those visionary aspirations 
still apply? 

Apparently not; I asked DVSA 
for their current strategic objec-
tives; here’s what they provided 

– it makes for an interesting 
comparison. [This has also been 
referred to in other articles in this 
edition]

“The MOT vision is to improve 
road safety through helping 
motorists keep their vehicles 
safe to drive. 

We’ll do this by:
 

•  Improving Test quality;
•  Reducing MOT fraud;
•  Improving MOT 

compliance;
•  Making the MOT Test better 

reflect new technology and
•  Better using the 

opportunities that our data 
presents”
 

…somewhat short of those pre-
vious inspirational plans – with 
nothing at all regarding Testing 
Stations and their staff who actu-
ally deliver MOT Testing. 

“No influence on the fee…”
Lesley Young says she has 
no influence on the MOT fee. 
Really? Why would the Minister 
ignore the opinion of DVSA’s 
senior civil servant responsible 
for the MOT Scheme? 

During 2016 Neil Barlow, met 
with officials at the DfT and 
members of the MOT Trade to 
discuss the MOT fee. Sadly it’s 
now on the back-burner after 
the Brexit referendum… but 
during those discussions his 
attendance and influence (with 
the full knowledge of the his 
boss and Directors) was vital, 
constructive and useful – not 
any more it seems.

Increased enforcement…
Young and Barlow citing 
increased MOT enforcement is 
true, but misleads. Improving 
MOT quality is unlikely with-
out more Vehicle Examiners 
visiting Testing Stations – espe-
cially when just catching-up 
with their overdue risk assess-
ment visits could take months, 
maybe years to complete. The 
use of digital data from the 
MOT computer to detect poor 
Test quality was heralded as 
a panacea to improve qual-
ity with MOT computerisa-
tion in 2005. It didn’t work 
then, maybe it will work now. 
Without more VEs though – I 
remain skeptical.

Positives and negatives
As a matter of courtesy I sent a 
draft of this article to DVSA for 
comment. They responded sug-
gesting, “… the article does not 
reflect the largely positive and 
constructive conversation that 
was had”. I disagree. The inter-
view was indeed conducted in a 
pleasant and congenial atmos-
phere. However any negativ-
ity stems from the negative 
responses from Lesley Young 
regarding the MOT Scheme’s 
best interests, and those of the 
MOT Trade in particular.

As a journalist I raised issues 
of importance to the Scheme, 
Testing Stations and their staff… 
the MOT fee, the scarcity of VEs, 
poor Test quality and admin-
istration, a poor management 
structure – and so on. I would 
have been delighted with posi-
tive responses to the questions 
asked.

Both as a journalist and 
chairman of the MOT Trade 
Forum I am keen to engage 
positively and congenially with 
senior staff within DVSA. That 
is important. But on DVSA poli-
cies, or lack of them, which I 
believe adversely affect the MOT 
Scheme, and Testing Stations 
and their staff in particular, I 
will not remain silent to spare 
DVSA’s blushes.

Jim Punter, editor of MOT Testing, interviewed 
Lesley Young, (left) accompanied by Neil Barlow, (centre) 

at DVSA’s Nottingham HQ.

We keep workshops running

Call 01234 432981

Sickness, holiday and 
business peaks cover

Contracts starting
from just one day 

Experienced and  
vetted MOT testers 
and technicians

UK-wide network
of contractors  

autotechrecruit.co.uk
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New Head of Enforcement

In a revised structure, 
DVSA’s Enforcement activ-

ity now reaches across all of 
their operations – including 
both Heavy Goods Testing 
and the MOT Scheme, a point of some contention during our 
editor’s interview with Lesley Young, responsible for the MOT 
Scheme at DVSA. 

Recently DVSA appointed somebody from outside the DVSA to 
head up this vital department. Zöe Murray-Ross is clearly an ener-
getic high achiever who was previously a Major in the military police. 
From her CV she has successfully negotiated many significant chal-
lenges in her career so far. We hope that she is equally successful 
in taking on the challenge of significantly improving the quality of 
MOT Testing in the MOT Scheme. 

New Manual 

DVSA have been working on a new Manual for new EU rules 
by next May, despite Brexit. The Manual has been dis-

tributed, in draft form, to MOT Trade members of their Trade 
User group (TUG committee) for review and comment. The 
DVSA cite the following as a summary of the Manual changes:

“Summary of Changes 

…The main features are: 
• Renumbering the manual to align with Directive
•  The introduction of defect categories (Dangerous, Major and 

Minor)
•  Introduction of a general definition of insecure
•  Amended text to clarify and simplify defect categories
•  Introduction of additional Test items and amendment of 

existing Test items required by the directive” 

Our editor, Jim Punter as a member of the Trade User Group and has seen 
the draft copy of the new Manual. Here’s what he has to say:

There are 16 new Testable items in the revised manual, with trans-
mission now including all universal joints, with many minor changes 
to some reasons for refusal (RfRs) to look for. There are, however, 
two major differences in the Manual seriously affecting how the 
MOT is done. (See web address below).

International vehicle classes
The vehicle class designations are changing, vehicle classes by 
numbers like Class 2, 3, 4 etc eventually replaced by seven differ-
ent categories (to be found in the MOT Trade News section of our 
website: www.motester.co.uk).

This will initially be confusing, but it shouldn’t be long before 
the old designations are dropped altogether so Testers and AEs 
need to familiarise themselves with these new vehicle classes as 
soon as they can. 

New categories for Reasons for Refusal 
This is a big change. The new European MOT has three levels of 
MOT failure. They are, Minor, Major, and Dangerous. Here’s what 
they mean:
 

•  Minor failures have no direct affect on motorist – they are 
effectively advisories and don’t need to be repaired for 
the car to get its MOT pass but do have to be mandatorily 
identified.

• Major failures are the equivalent of the current Reasons for 
Refusal.

•  Dangerous failures will be automatically applied to some 
failures as causing the vehicle to be dangerous to drive.

 

Mandatory dangerous defects aren’t quite what you’d expect. For 
example, a tyre worn below the 1.6mm limit will automatically be 
cited as dangerous as will disc pads or brake-linings worn below 
the 1.5mm limit. Similar criteria apply to other RfRs throughout 
the Manual. Yet whilst such tyres are dangerous, especially in wet 
weather, brake pads and linings with, say 1.4mm of wear left, aren’t 
actually dangerous when inspected – a departure from DVSA’s strict, 
‘condition at the time of the test’ policy. With the new Manual, that 
policy may have to change. 

Defining dangerous defects, ensures consistency by Testers, 
and helps motorists, especially if DVSA highlight such defects on 
the certificate..

A new Testable Item… and subtle changes
A significant new Testable item can be found under the heading, 
‘transmission’. All drive shafts, their bearings and other compo-
nents are now Testable – including the prop-shaft and its universal 
joints from the gearbox to the rear differential on rear-wheel drive 
vehicles, until now not subject to MOT inspection. There are other 
subtle changes to be found, so Testers need to ensure they have 
carefully scrutinised and are fully familiar with all and every one 
of the changes before the new rules take effect next May.

Improving the MOT computer

As we’ve noted in our lead article, the development of 
DVSA’s MOT computer means is now better than the 

previous Atos system – which is to be welcomed. 
Information is now available to Testing Stations’ management 

staff for up to three months of their Testers’ MOT history, provid-
ing more clues as to poor quality Testing. For example, if in that 
time a Tester has a low failure rate, of 10% - 15%, but with vehicles 
mainly aged 12 or more years old, something’s probably wrong, 
which would warrant further investigation.

It is this technique, but using more sophisticated analytical meth-
ods that DVSA claim enables them to better target bad Testing. Yet 
in news snippets we report that an AE and four Testers getting into 
serious trouble when their emissions equipment broke down and 
they carried on testing for four months without any emission testing 

– only uncovered by chance during a DVSA Vehicle Examiner’s visit. 
If their system of analysis doesn’t pick-up on something as easy 

DVSA Matters
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from DVSA

In future all transmission drive shafts, bearings and other 
components are now ‘Testable items’, including prop-shafts’ 

universal joints on most rear wheel drive vehicles; which 
currently are not inspected during an MOT. 

With three months of MOT history now available it will be easier 
for AEs to monitor their Testers’ performance.

Zöe Murray-Ross is 
DVSA’s new Head of 

Enforcement.
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Historic Vehicle MOT 
Exemption

Although the Department for Transport are in stasis get-
ting ready for Brexit, they’ve issued a report deciding 

what to do about new EU regulations for MOT exemption 
for Vehicles of Historic Interest (VHI vehicles) due to take 
effect next May. Two issues needed to be resolved, one was 
the age at which an historic vehicle gains exemption from 
Testing, and the second was how modified a vehicle needs 
to be, before it loses that exemption right. So which vehicles 
should be exempt?

How old to become MOT exempt?
The Government cite three options in their consultation document:

 Leave as it is, exempting all vehicles first registered 
before 1960
Exempt 30 year old vehicles on a rolling year-on-year basis.
Exempt 40 year old vehicles on a rolling year-on-year basis. 

Their preferred option was a 40 year old rolling exemption in line 
with the current system for exempting older vehicles from road tax. 

That has to be a bad idea because it includes a lot of 1970s high 
performance hot hatches, in poor condition, especially regarding 
structural corrosion. With that proposal nothing would stop irre-
sponsible ‘boy racers’ getting any old hot-hatch banger and using 
it without an MOT!

Consultation outcome ignored
Yet despite 56% of respondents to the consultation rejecting the pro-
posal for a 40-year rolling exemption, that’s what the Government 
have decided to do. How was the decision justified? Much of the 
report is about statistics and road deaths involving older vehicles, 
suggesting they’re are less likely to be involved in accidents involv-

ing fatalities or serious injury. They also say, “Many current own-
ers of older vehicles do take great pains at present to maintain their 
vehicles”, but those vehicles are pre-1965, and that’s not necessarily 
the case for owners of vehicles manufactured in the 1970s. In fact, 
the exemption itself could motivate people to obtain 1970s vehicles 
because they won’t need an MOT.

The report also notes that last year only 6% of pre-1965 vehicles 
were MOT Tested. Yet arguably owners of younger vehicles might 
be even less inclined to have them checked with an MOT, which 
hardly contributes to improved road safety!

“Substantial Change…”
The European Directive says that historic vehicles cannot gain MOT 
exemption if they have been substantially changed – without defin-
ing what that means. So the Government have to decide. Currently 
DVLA have an 8-point rule applicable if somebody has modified or 
altered an older vehicle, and want to retain the original age-related 
registration plate. There are six point scoring categories regarding 
the vehicle’s originality:

•  Chassis, monocoque body shell original or new 
and unmodified – 5 points

•  Suspension (front and back) original – 2 points
•  Axles (both) original – 2 points
•  Transmission original – 2 points
•  Steering assembly original – 2 points
•  Engine original – 1 point

The DfT intend to adapt these rules to create a definition for ‘sub-
stantial change’. They promise more detail on this in due course. 
Let’s hope it is for DVSA or DVLA to make these decisions, so that 
Testing Stations aren’t faced with classic car owners asking whether 
or not their vehicles are MOT exempt!

40 year rolling exemption – a sham consultation?
It has been obvious from the beginning that the government were 
going to set MOT exemptions for vehicles of historic interest at a 
40-year rolling exemption irrespective of the outcome of the consul-
tation. And that could well have a seriously adverse affect on road 
safety. In effect the so-called ‘consultation’ was, in our view, a total 
sham. They ended up doing what they had decided to do all along 
irrespective of what respondents said.

NEWS from the

as that, how can it be expected to reliably detect even more subtle 
and complex clues? Or maybe there’s inadequate diligence from 
DVSA staff monitoring the process…

Training

DVSA have not yet said how they’ll help Testers get up to 
speed with the new manual – and I am sure this will be 

covered at upcoming Trade User Group and VTS Councils 
meetings. The new Manual is just in draft and will probably 
change after feedback from the Trade – but it does seem 
likely that Testers will need to get their heads around it early 
in the New Year.

Dropped ‘Methods of Inspection’…
A significant change is that a lot of ‘Methods of Inspection’ have 
been dropped from the manual. DVSA’s view is that qualified Testers 

shouldn’t need to be told how to do their job in such detail, cit-
ing the inspection of windscreen wipers as one such example. It’s 
a reasonable argument, especially on simplistic inspections, but 
not for more complicated components. Perhaps MOT Trade feed-
back will result in the restoration of some of the omitted inspec-
tion procedures.

With MOT Testing, there’s a link between a ‘do-this, do-that’ pro-
scriptive manual and the extent of Tester training. With qualified and 
highly trained Testers less inspection instructions are needed in the 
manual. In Germany Testers are engineering graduates, and trained 
beyond that; their manual is not proscriptive. They’re expected 
to already know how to inspect vehicles to the EU MOT Directive. 

In Britain MOT training takes just a few days – so the manual 
itself becomes an important ‘do-this, do that’ guide for complex 
inspections. We hope some of the removed methods of inspection 
will be restored in the final version.

We keep workshops running
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DVSA Discipline: 
a few more 
examples of how 
DVSA invoke 
disciplinary 
proceedings 
against AEs 
and NTs.
VT20 issued without car 
leaving home
A motorist paid a third-party 
company to collect his vehicle 
for service and arrange for an 
MOT. After servicing the vehicle 
the company took it for MOT to 
a local VTS. The car was failed 
on a minor free re-Test item 
and the company took the car 
away to fix it.

The vehicle was returned 
to the VTS within an hour 
(just before the VTS closed). 
The Tester did the re-Test but 
couldn’t log the result onto the 
system, as his colleague was 
using the MOT computer.

The trader left and returned 
the vehicle to the customer that 
Friday evening. The VTS closed 
at weekends, so the customer 
couldn’t contact them to get a 
pass certificate.

The vehicle owner made con-
tact on Monday and was told he 
should obtain the VT20 from the 
Test Station! He then checked 
the Gov.UK website, and noticed 
that a pass had been issued to 
his car that day, yet it was on his 
drive all day!

DVSA found out, and asked 
why a certificate was issued to 
a vehicle that hadn’t attended 
the Test site on the day of issue. 
DVSA interviewed the AE and 
Tester and decided they’d com-
mitted a fraudulent act.

Contemplated disciplinary 
correspondence arrived from 
DVSA, citing 500 points to both 
AE and NT. Thankfully following 

a mitigation plea, DVSA accepted 
that the vehicle was Tested on 
the Friday and due to an admin-
istrative blunder, the pass was 
issued on Monday. Given that, 
and due to the clients’ previous 
exemplary Testing record, and 
that it was only a minor item it 
had failed on, a five-year sus-
pension was avoided. The AE 
got a five-year 500 points for-
mal warning, and the NT was 
banned for 28 days.

All because a trader wasn’t 
prepared to wait and expected 
a pass to be produced instantly. 
The motto is: don’t let traders 
leave until MOT documentation 
is complete.

 In fact my clients got more 
punishment than if the Tester 
had passed the car with the 

defect! If he’d missed the item 
and issued a pass on the Friday, 
he’d have 30 debit points at most. 
Maybe administrative errors are 
treated more severely than road 
safety oversights…

Induced defects
Beware! This enforcement activ-
ity is back after a long break. VEs 
pose as members of the public, 
booking vehicles for Test, with 
induced defects on them, col-
lecting the vehicles a few hours 
later. If they’ve passed the MOT, 
there’s trouble!

VEs alter the vehicle by ‘creat-
ing’ five failure items, approved 
by a DVSA senior official, and 
take photos of the defects before 
and after condition. Most are 
pretty obvious and should 

always get picked up if a proper 
MOT inspection is conducted. 
But be careful; some are not 
so obvious. Each missed item 
scores 20 points – up to 100 
points in total – attracting a five-
year formal warning to the AE 
and potentially a 28-day ban for 
the Tester.

Is CCTV footage allowed?
After I last wrote about CCTV 
I received some queries con-
cerning its use. To clarify, DVSA 
don’t permit the recording of 
MOTs. But there’s nothing to 
stop you using a CCTV security 
package to record the comings 
and goings at your site, which 
could lead to nipping a DVSA 
disciplinary offence allegation 
in the bud.

AEs can provide an alterna-
tive to the public viewing area 
i.e. a ‘camera relayed image’ 
to a suitable waiting/reception 
area so waiting customers can 
observe their vehicle being 
Tested. However a four-cam-
era CCTV security system isn’t 
allowed. Some systems moni-
tor four cameras on one screen, 
so with the Test bay covered by 
one of the cameras, if DVSA ever 
arrive alleging deficiencies that 
couldn’t otherwise have been 
corroborated, like the VE sug-
gesting your Tester never per-
sonally inspected a car, then you 
can prove that he has!

When a 28-day ban becomes 
longer…
When a Tester is banned for 
28 days, extra training, assur-
ance letters, annual assessment 
etc, are all needed before he’s 
allowed back. However I’ve 
found that when the NT con-
tacts DVSA for a required dem-
onstration Test, they can’t or 
won’t respond quickly. So the 
Tester ends up with a ban beyond 
28 days. Even Testers applying 
immediately they get the ban still 
can’t get a timely appointment. 
Moral here is, apply on receiv-
ing the ‘ban’ letter from DVSA, 
giving a few weeks to play with.

Consultant’s 
Casebook

from Eamonn Loney
(MOT Consultant, ex VI Appeals Executive)

Eamonn Loney is a principal of MOT Consultants 
EBL Partnership; telephone 01225 340858.

email: eamonnloney3@aol.com

More notes from Eamonn 
Loney’s casebook…

Using a CCTV security system, you can have four images on one 
screen, one of which can be the MOT Testing bay.
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Diagnostic Equipment
The computerisation of cars and commercial vehicles is 

accelerating at a breathtaking pace, and arguably faster 
than motorists are able to keep up with. Whilst little research 
has been done, it is probably certain that the majority of 
motorists don’t fully understand how to operate many of the 
sophisticated systems on modern cars. From automatic stop 
start at traffic lights and junctions, to that automated flashing 
red warning, followed by harsh braking if the car thinks you 
are approaching the vehicle ahead too quickly – Automatic 
Emergency Braking (AEB) – I’d bet that a high proportion of 
motorists have no idea what’s happened, or why. 

Nevertheless, each and 
every one of these systems 
could go wrong, and unlike 
in past times when almost 
every issue was mechanical, 
the problem these days is as 
likely to be a software glitch, 
or even no problem at all, but 
just an electronic spike hav-
ing scuppered that part of the 
software system which now 
simply needs re-setting. Yet as 

we’ve noted in Testing Times 
such systems, even if they are 
connected to the braking sys-
tem (Traction control, AEB for 
example), are not part of the 
MOT directly – although per-
haps they should be. A failure 
only applies if the Malfunction 
Indicator Lamp (MIL) is illumi-
nated, which could be a false 
indication and simply mean 
that it needs a software re-set. 

MOT repairs – customer 
expectations
On the other hand customers 
would expect the garage to fix 
electronic problems which do 
result in an MOT failure when 
a MIL is illuminated, and that 
can’t be done without appro-
priate diagnostic equipment to 
identify the problem. So hav-
ing such equipment to hand is 
an important aspect of resolv-
ing some MOT failures – and 
there is a wide choice available. 

But how do you choose the 
equipment most suitable for 
your business? Of course, if 
your business is focussed on 
a specific make of vehicle, it 
isn’t difficult, but if as a generic 
independent business you are 
likely to be MOT Testing and 
repairing the failures for a 

wide range of vehicle makes, 
then it isn’t quite so easy, and 
if you are intent on providing 
a comprehensive service for 
customers you may need more 
than one piece of diagnostic 
equipment. 

So we are providing readers 
with a comprehensive list of 
the diagnostic equipment on 
the market, and have invited 
the suppliers to highlight what 
they see as the distinctive fea-
tures of their products. This 
will enable VTS operators to 
make much better informed 
choices when it comes to 
deciding which piece of equip-
ment is best for their business.

A review of the latest 
diagnostic equipment 
follows on page 22.

01945 580061 
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Expertise  in workshop equipment 
Sales, Design, Installation, Warranty and Service  
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HICKLEYS – G-SCAN
The G-scan Tab 

is the latest 
in a series of 
diagnostic tools 
from G-Scan. The 
Tab builds on 
the high quality 
features and 
applications 
and takes the G-scan Tab to new heights. It’s claimed that G-scan has led the 
market in Asian vehicle diagnostics for many years offering OEM software for 
Kia/Hyundai, as well as outstanding depth and breadth of software in all other 
manufacturers and, they believe, is a market leading “all makes” diagnostic 
tool. The G-scan Tab comes complete with one year’s software which includes 3 
substantial updates. 

Vehicles Covered: Asian, European & American
Product Price: (Including annual upgrade costs) £895 
Contact: Matt Woodgate
Tel: 01823-328531 Fax: 01823-259404
E-mail: diagnostics@hickleys.com Web: www.hickleys.com
Distribution: Direct and partnering diagnostic distributors

CDIF/3 DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM
The CDIF/3 claim theirs is a modern, functional diagnostic tester tackling 

problems of today’s automotive industry. Each CDIF/3 comes with: • an 
in-built microphone • microSD card • high range WiFi • security slot • Service 
Manager. The CDIF/3 operates with any Windows operating system device, and 
soon also Android operating system (tablets and smartphones). They also offer 
the CDIF/3 Expert version, equipped with a 10-channel oscilloscope, signal and 
voltage generator, and actuators controller, which, they say is the perfect solution 
where the standard serial diagnosis simply 
isn’t enough. 

Vehicles Covered: Over 45 vehicle 
manufacturers. European, Asian and 
American.
Price: From  £1295 excl. VAT, including 6 
months of software updates. Then, £295 excl. 
VAT for 12 months of updates and technical 
support. 
Contact: CDIF/3 authorized representative
Tel: 01234 819339
E-mail: info@uk.cdif3.com
Web: www.cdif3.com
Distribution: Direct and Distribution

SNAP-ON
Snap-on claim they have more vehicle coverage, expert tips and industry 

knowledge than any other platform on the market, and that their product has 
a thin and light tablet-style design, with a sensitive touchscreen. VERUS Edge 
offers keyless, wireless scanning and Wi-Fi, covering anywhere in the workshop. 
They claim it powers up from ready mode in only 5 seconds. Fast one-touch 
access to scan, scope, guided component tests, vehicle records, SureTrack® 
Expert Information with Snap-on’s exclusive new repair information system - 
giving you Technical Service Bulletins, manufacturer recalls and campaigns.

Vehicles Covered: Over 30 manufacturers with most recent diagnostic software 
release
Price: (Including annual upgrade costs) Call for details
Contact: Your local Snap-on 
Franchisee
Tel: 01536 413800
E-mail: kettcustserv@snapon.
com
Web: http://diagnostics.snapon.
co.uk
Distribution: Through Snap-
on’s network of Franchisees

HICKLEYS SMOKEPRO TOTAL TECH
The Smokepro Total Tech is a diagnostic tool for all garages and. The Smokepro 

tests for all types of air leaks in the Vacuum or air Inlet, Engine & Exhaust 
systems. Its generated smoke quickly and leads you to the source of the fault. 
The Smokepro Total Tech has an Output gauge, flow gauge, flow control valve 
and an extensive range of accessories. 
Before using a Scan tool its advisable 
to prove there are no air leak faults 
with the vehicle that may or may not 
be giving the ECU false readings/
codes. 

Vehicles Covered: All vehicle 
Product Price: (Including annual 
upgrade costs)£595 (30 day money 
back guarantee)
Contact: Matt Woodgate
Tel: 01823-328531
Fax: 01823-259404
E-mail: diagnostics@hickleys.com
Web: www.hickleys.com
Distribution: Direct and partnering 
diagnostic distributors

LAUNCH TECH UK
The X431 Pro3S is the latest diagnostic tool from Launch, encompassing 

the best in Launch technology and tablet computer usability. Based on the 
Android 5 operating system, it includes remote diagnostic features and a built-in 
social network. 

The Pro3S offers technicians online technical support and advice to immediately 
help troubleshoot any diagnosis 
issues. Other features include live 
data recording & multiple graphing, 
data storage and re-display, in 
addition to full system diagnosis.  
Price includes two years software 
updates and two years warranty. 

Vehicles Covered: 90% of all 
European, Asian and American 
vehicle brands
Product Price: (Including annual 
upgrade costs)£1695+vat
Contact: Julie Rider
Tel: 01752 344989
E-mail: sundeep@launchtech.co.uk
Web: www.launchtech.co.uk

HICKLEYS – BOSCH KTS590
This Bosch diagnostic interface is 

claimed to lead the aftermarket with 
enhanced ECU diagnosis for DoIP with a 
two-channel oscilloscope. The Bluetooth 
diagnostic interface supports all of 
today’s relevant diagnostic protocols. It 
offers high level software working with 
any Windows based PC and Bosch’s 
diagnostic software ESI[tronic] 2.0. 
This new interface offers simultaneous 
parallel CAN channel communication 
and is PassThru enabled. Choosing Master Pack, Master Pack Plus or the new 
Experienced Based Repair software package will bring your diagnostic tool to a 
high level of technical information, vehicle applications and guided diagnostic 
solutions.  

Vehicles Covered: European, Asian, 
Product Price: (Including annual upgrade costs) £2,195
Contact: Matt Woodgate
Tel: 01823-328531 Fax: 01823-259404
E-mail: diagnostics@hickleys.com Web: www.hickleys.com 
Distribution: Direct and partnering diagnostic distributors
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The X431 Pro3S is the latest diagnostic tool from Launch, encompassing 

the best in Launch technology and tablet computer usability. Based on the
Android 5 operating system, it includes remote diagnostic features and a built-in 
social network. 
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This Bosch diagnostic interface is

claimed to lead the aftermarket with 
enhanced ECU diagnosis for DoIP with a
two-channel oscilloscope. The Bluetooth
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Professional
Diagnostic
Tool

X431 Pro 3S
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01752 344 989

enquiries@launchtech.co.uk

www.launchtech.co.uk

Based on the Android 5

operating system, the

X431 Pro3S is the latest

diagnostic tool from Launch.

With remote diagnostic features

and a built-in social network, this tool encompasses the

best in Launch technology and tablet computer usability.

Two year software update

and 2 years warranty is

included in the price of the X431 Pro3S.
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Supporting business growth
through better  nance solutions

Specialists in the garage & MOT sector

t: 0161 633 2548
e: info@pmdbusiness  nance.co.uk
w: www.pmdbusiness  nance.co.uk
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New range of
DVSA Approved 
Emissions Testers

NEW!

Contact us for a brochure or on-site demonstration

PD Combi
PC-Based Emissions Tester

• Simple and fast to use
•  Cable-less Smokehead as 

standard
• Automatic calibration
•  DVSA approved 2008 class  

4, 7, HGV, PSV, RPC & SVA

Premier Diagnostics Field Service and 
Calibration Team is fully accredited to 
provide calibration/repair and service with 
24-hour response Monday to Friday across 
Premier, Brainbee and Protech products.

For more information please contact us on:
Tel: 01295 271985 Fax: 01295 272474

email: sales@premierdiagnostics.ltd.uk

Premier House, Cherwell Business Park, Southam Road, Banbury, Oxon OX16 2SD

Member of the 

BE READY FOR EURO 6 – 20TH MAY 2018 

From Britain’s
Market Leaders
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